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resident's
Today is Memorial Day, known also

as "Decoration Day,'' set apart In most
states of the union as a )e$al holiday for the purpose of coiinuoniura'tlng
the soldiers who fell in the civil war
.and decorating thoir graves.
The day Is observed In ?anta Fe
with all the solemnity due He significance. The federal offices are closed,
the banks have suspended business,
the flags ae at half mast, anj patriotic citizens march this afternoon to the
National cemetery there to
tribute
to the brave departed.
With leaden skies overhead there
v,'as fear this morning that n.;n would
mar the ceremonies, but shewers or
no showers, the patriotic hearts of
all Americans beat in uiiisoi., today,
truly obliterating every tnvjj of the
great struggle that once threatened
the Integrity of the nation.
A
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IAL DAY MES

NO. 93

TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

;

FIRST SOUTHERNER ELECTED LEADER OF OUR COUNTRY SINCE
THE CIVIL WAR HOPES TO HELP t( DRAW TOGETHER
JILL MEN FOR THE SERVICE OF Jl NA TION THA T
HAS NEITHER NORTH NOR SOUTH. 99
THE, WHITE HOUS 8
WASHINGTON
-

-

Xr

'

M

G'JeSTn? tZftfl&iTui' dirf

Day of Rest.

Apart from its sad aspect the dav
is observed here as one of 'est from
work.
Many Santa Feans formed
parties early in the day and wSnt
"maying," some traveling by carrlag'i
as far as Nambe falls, and others
going by horseback up the canyon.
Many auto parties were alcio in evidence. LaBajada Hill being a mecca
r

ft

field fcj

fur

motorists.

An account of the parade nnd exercises at the National Cemetery will
appear in the New Mexican tomorrow
.
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PRESIDENT AND FAMILY

5

S

X
MOTOR TO BALTIMORE. X
Baltimore, Md May 30. Pres- ident Wilson and his family slip- ped quietly into town in an auto- -

mobile this afternoon and went S
a hotel for luncheon!
X

X to

The president and his party, who
came entirely unannounced first atPROGRESSIVES TO
PREMIER
UTAH CHILDREN
tempted to get their meal at a North
AND
RUN
HIS
CANDIDATES
CABINET
Charles street restaurant, but were
RED
POISONED
unable to obtain service through lack
FOR
HAUE RESIGNED
SENATE
COVERS
BOOK
of accomodations,
the place being
crowded with customers.
New York, May 30. In every slate
Madrid, Way 30. The Spanish preSalt Lake City, t'tah. May 30.
Few recognized the president as his
to
Count Alvaro de Uomauones and
is
where
senator
United
a
mier,
States
What next book on American
civil
car drew up at the curb In front of
the members of the cabinet resigned
be elected next year thr
the restaurant and only curiosity
government can be digested most easglances were given the visitors as
today. Count Komanoncs lias been
party will have a candidal.-.'ily by Utah public school children?
Miss Margaret Wilson stepped from
14,
This announcement was made by
1912,
premier since November
Ibis
important nuestlon Is being inDEATH AND THREATENED LYNCHING wher
the car and made her way into the REPRESENTATIVES OF BALKAN ALLIES
took office after the nssassi- SUPERINTENDENT FRANK OF
Walter F. Brown, of Ohio, after the
PENCIL vestigated by the state pure food comrestaurant, the remainder of the party
Premier
na1ifJ
Canalejas.
missioner. If a green or yellow cover
new party's national executive commitCOME IN WAKE OF SHERIFF'S!
AND TURKEY SIGN PRELIMINARY
following slowly behind,
The resignation
Madrid, May
FACTORY WHERE MARY PHAGAN is more
easily assimilated than a red
tee ended a
sess'on here.
"Have you a table for our party?")
was
cabinet
the
brought about b;.
RAID ON NEGRO VIOLATORS OF
cue the text bonks in Utah's schools
AGREEMENT IN THE PRESENCE OF He said the
WAS
she asked of one of the waitresses,
EMPLOYED
IMPLICATED IN
attack on the chambor of deputies
Progressive.? ivould nomi'"
4 Xmt
may be changed.
liniMD UUC
Receiving no reply, according to
rday by Antoonia Maura, a for- M
LMIIJ.
ENGLAND'S FOREIGN MINISTERS?t
Liuuun
The investigation is the result of
NEGRO'S
CONFESSION
Trv,
those who were within hearing "dis.....
,
!aJ
Cor,
' !''a.l
the ill rX'f
kooI children,
tiiai
the
t
tance, she repeated the question With j
Spanish
j
policy
from every pa-of the
military
in Juab county
It was disclosed that
no Detter results, l nen tne president s
in
had
Morocco
been
His
a
allure.
AMD Rill PARC
country show conclusivs'y," he said,' NEGROES ATTEMPT TO
all
to
had attempted
Imbibe knowldaughter walked from the room, with UJlLLnO HllU DULUnltd
speech was widely commented on and WROTE NOTES AT
"that there is no sentiment anion?,!
edge literally by chewing on the cornumerous newspapers tliis mornin?,
the information for her friends that
or
for
kind
party
any
Progressives
PflMTIMIEr Tfl riPHTI
ners of their civil government.
RELEASE ARRESTED SIN demanded the retirement of the cabiFRANK'S DICTATION
they could not be accommodated and
bUnllllUC III riUll amalgamation. On the contrary, the
net.
Count
Romanones
that they must seek refreshments at
and
his
colunanimous
are
that
reports
Progres
another point. The party
leagues thereupon handed in their
such
sives everywhere resent
WOMAN KILLED
Md., May 30. Two me"
The preliminary
treaty of
their automobile and drove to a hotel
resignations.
There. w?re accepted
Atlanta, Ga., .May 30. Additional deand refuse to act with any arePrincess, wounded
suggestion
JS
are
four
St.
at
James
was
badly
negroe3
signed
peace
SPEEDING AUTO
where they ate their luncheon in the
by King Alfonso, wlr.) tails of an alleged confession admitother party.
in Princess Anne jail under stump: provisionally called
palace by the delegates of ail the S
into
conference
main dining room.
immediately
"Republican politicians in various
Soii'i'.'-so- i
of
of
the
murder
the
AT DENVER. COLO
of
to- and
all
lower
the
knowledge
ting
and
of
part
Balkan
allies
guard
Turkey
the leaders of all the pa.'ties with a
The proprietress of the restaurant
parts of the country are proposing
county is stirred t'fi over a
view to asking one of ibem to forr.i Mary Phagan which the police claim
day.
was still fluttering with chagrin and
milk and water reform's ard talking
,
lynching as a result of a slmot-ir- a new cabinet.
V
Sir Kdward Grey, the British
ed to have secured from James
Denver, May 30. Mrs. Corinne Glazembarrassment half an hour later.
merger.
Having by hoo'; 3nd crook
which followed a raid of
affray
the
at
presided
secretary,
foreign
ier, 2ti, of Chicago, died today from
were
made
"Yes, I know that it was the
acquired the complete coiitnl of their Sheriff Tull nnd ills
public
today.
fl
on
.
meeting.
injuries received last night when she
party organization, of course, they are negro camp .last nightdeputies
president and his party in the autoConley was an employe at the pen- was knocked down and
to make ar- STRANDED
now seeking votes to p!ac them in
draggtd by a
mobile," she said, "but what could
rests for alleged violations of the local
cil factory where the girl's body was speeding automobile. Thomas Straub,
I do. The room wac packed.
We
TOWED
SAFETV
power. Such votes will not. be cast
option law.
found and has been under arrest for 19, son of Alderman L. Straub, has
London, May 30. The Bulgarian and by Progressives.
were full and before any of the tables
EVERYONE SAFE several weeks.
Harry White, who went to the assis:-ancbeen ordered under surveillance. The
could be cleared they had left."
also
Turkish peace delegates
signed
since the hrst of trn rrnr more
of Sheriff Tull, is in the Salis
authorities say he was driving the
Leaving the hotel about three a protocol providing for the immediate! than 5,000 Progressive party club i
was
to
the
Conley
police,
According
bury hospital and physicians say that
o'clock the presidential party started
Queenstown, May 30. Several pow- alleged to have stated that Leo M. machine. Mrs. Glazier's mother and it
of their respective arnilep have been organized "and !his work Lis
t
wound may prove fatal. erful
for a run through Green Spring Tal-- removal
tugs towed the American line Frank, superintendent of the factory, sister live at Clarinda, Iowa.
be
will
continued
with
increasing
vig
from the scene of operation.
William Douglas, colored, who is al
Haverford into harbor this pent him into the metal room of the
or.
ley and return to Washington.
funds
steamship
The
for
work
organization
artilto have shot White, is shot
London, May 30. Bulgarian
morning. They released her from her plant on the day the girl disappeared, TEXAN NAMED AS
aro being contributed in small sums leged
National Observance of Day.
Are
Greek
on
the
Prava
at
both
opened
lery
legs.
through
dangerous position in Rocky Bay, imWashington, D. C, May 30. Vetein the direction of Eleuthera from practically every sea re in the
The shooting followed an attempt bv mediately west of Court Head at high where the negro found her dead body.
MINISTER
U.
in
union
and
rans of the historic strife of the six- position
volume
the
of
support
"She was stone dead when I first
near Rehoboth,
lost night, according to the Exchange
Somerse' tide at 1 o'clock. She had been lying
ties and the younger men who engagIn e"ery state negroes to rescue
steadily increasing.
saw her lying there on the iloor,'' th,
COLOMBIA
four negroes on the rocks since
the
company's
county,
Telegraph
representative
whore a United States senator is to ba
ed in the war with Spain joined today
early yesterday negro was alleged to have said.
from Sheriff Tull.
in Athens.
134 cabin and
afternoon
with
when,
iii paying tribute to the warrior dead
next
elected
tha
year
Progressive
The police also claimed that Conley
850 steerage passengers, she went
Washington, D. C, May 30. Thad
of the nation. Arlington cemetery to The rulgarian commander refused party will have its owa i.arty candideclared he and Frank carried the
the
into
enter
with
negotiations
in
a
ashore
fog.
was the objective point of the thouThompson, a wealthy business man
dates.
GUN
MAN
DRIUES
to
room
metal
the
from
Greek commanded for the purpose of
When she was brought into port girl's body
of Austin, Texas, has been selected
"It will also have ita own party
sands, veterans and civilians alike,
an elevator. Frank, according to the
the firing. Details of the en- candidates in
SOLOONKEEPER
for minister to Colombia, to succeed
today she had 21 feet of water in
state
and in every
every
although a score of historic grave- stopping have
alleged statement, operated the ele- Minister James T. Dubois.
not yet been received.
forehold
and
considerable
a
her
quandistrict.
pubcongresional
yards In and about Washington claim- gagementto this
By arousing
INTO (CE BOX
vator and. when the basement was
Mr. Thompson was a delegate to the
agreement by the Bul- lic opinion the Progressives
Owing
tity in number two hold.
ed the reverance and homage of hunhave
The rescued passengers, nearly a leached the body was carried by Con Baltimore convention and has been
garians, a portion of the Greek, fleet forced several legislatures to adop
dreds of others.
It
to
and
the
refFrank
30.
where
place
Chicago,. III., May
thousand in number, gathered today ley
an active worker in Democratic ranks.
Taking
The principal ceremonies were at has been sent to Eleuthera.
Progressive measures.
toat various points of vantage along the vas found by the night watchman, He is a personal friend of Postmaster
"The Progressive party will continue uge in an ice box when pursued
Arlington, in which a considerable
by an irate man with a revolver, shore in order to get a close view of Newt Lee, early the following morn- General A. S. Burleson.
force of the regular army from Fort
its fight as a distinct party organiza- day
R. Hoffman, a saloonkeeper, and his the damaged steamer.
MURDERED AND
tion for every plank In ilfl platform
Myer took part'
In the latest confession, the negro
wife, came near being frozen before
Monument Unveiled.
until it is enacted into ta v
ROBBED
was alleged to have said he wrote the SCOTTISH HOME RULE
they were liberated. A policeman reNew York, May 30. Army, navy
BILL ADVANCED.
t otes found beside the dead girl's body
leased them and arrested Frank PASTOR
HER SAVINGS
and citizenry did honor in Ne v York
X
salesman from St.
a
at
afier
Frank's
the
young
Brady,
dictation,
RIOT
REPORTED
just
CATS
STEAL I ody had been carried to the
today to those who perished in Hav
London, May 30. The Scottish
j
Louis, who stood outside the refrigana harbor on the battleship Maine.
Bloomfield, N. J., May 30. The body
AT MONTEREY erator
home rule bill passed its second read-- j
threatening to shoot.
The occasion was the unveilins at the of a young woman from which the
.lamesbnrg, N. J., May 30. That a
According to Hoffman's story, the
ing in the house of commons today
Columbus Circle entrance of Central head had been severed was found in a
Mexico City, May 30. A riot oc- salesman entered tlie saloon and or- preacher has a moral and legal right
JEWELRY
STOLEN.
was then referred to the commit-- j
means
of
of
the
lot
National
vacant
jand
monuhere
Park
Maine
today. By
curred at Monterey late yesterday in dered a drink. He took the drink to shoot bis neighbor's cats if they
tee. It follows somewhat the lines
ment, a pyJon forty feet high, erected a handkerchief, upon which her name
of
chickens
his
contention
is the
Grand Junction, Colo., viay 30.
the course of which a mob fired on and refused to pay for it and was kill
by popular subscription from all parts was written, she was identified as the government palace, according to ejected.
to Hoffman, the Kev. C. J. Knight, pastor of the Robbers secured $."00 in jewelry las! of the Irish home rule bill, and was
According
of the nation.
Mrs. Alvira Cerceillo, wife of a New
private advices received here, which Brady returned with a revolver and Jamesburg Methodist church.
night from the store of Grant Bate; introduced by William H. Frycowman,
ark storekeeper. Two hundred dol are
Eight Nation For Peace.
Some of his congregation have crit-a- t
the Hoffman's ran into the Ice box.
without official confirmation.
the member from East Aberderia.
Debeque.
carhusband
said
she
which
lars
the
Washington, D. C, May 30. Secreicized his shooting of four cats last
The authorities returned the fire
was
Her
in
ried
her stocking,
missing.
week. Pastor Knight has a fine flock
tary Bryan signalized the day
with two machine guns, killing or
DECORATION
of the country's hero dead fingers had been severed from the wounding sixty of the rioters and disOne night recentof thoroughbreds.
in the immediate
others.
ly cats gobbled up several of his
the
hy announcing that eight nations have bands. The ground
ACCIDENT
persing
DAV
to his peace vicinity gave indications of a terrific
chicks.
responded favorably
for her life.
AT BOULDER When the cats came back for more,
NO SESSION.
plan asking that suggestions be sub- fight
the clergyman was waiting with a
mitted in regard to details. The nations In the order in which they have
Marquette, Mich., May 3C. This
Boulder, Colo., May 30. Mrs. Frank shotgun on his knee. Now four homes
The American Indian will be dis Prince,
John H. McFie, Dr.'
accepted are Italy, Great Britan, the part they played in defending the being Memorial day, there was no ses Rosa, aged 47. was Instantly killed are mourning tne loss ot their pets, cussed at the Mountainair Chautau- Frank H.Judge
H. Roberts, J. H. Vaughan,
will
the
feel
while
in
he
war.
He
of
time
preacher says
wlso and her son, Harry, aged 17, was Ir
peculiarl" sion of court. Colonel
France, Brazil, Sweden, 'Norway, peru country
to be held August 12 to Rev. L. B. Bloom,
Mrs. Maude L.
citiis suing George A. Newel for libel Jured today when they were run down justified in meeting out the same fate qua which is
praised the Bohemian-Americaand Russia.
Greene, Rev. J. M. Shimer, Rev. Joel
more
zens for their service to the country had no set program for thfl day ex by a street car on University hill. to any
invaders he catches in 21.
Observed In Chicago.
Among the well known speakers F. Hedgpeth, Hiram
Hadley, Prof.
in the Civil and
cept the negative one that he would Mrs. Rosa and her son were returning his hencoop.
Chicago, May 30. Wreaths of greer. wars.
will be Miss Clara D. True, former Alvan N. White, Dr. Richard Warren
no
make
public appearance.
from the Memorial Day ceremonies at
and garlands of flowers were placed
U. S. Indian agent, and Major Will- Corwin. Prof. H. M. Bainer, Prof. H.
BIG ROUND-UP- .
the cemetery. Their horse became
upon the graves of 8,000 union and
iam H. H. Llewellyn, who will dis H. Simpson, Hon. H. B. Hening, Roy
Lethbridge, Alberta, May 30 Three cuss the experience of an
confederate soldiers in S? cemeteites
frightened by a passing automobile
William M. Mc
Apache In- Bedichek, Senator
in Cook county. The depleted rank
and turned abruptly in front of a thousand head of cattle and horses be- dian agent.
Coy, Jesse L. Nusbaum, Dr. Lewis B.
longing to several large stock raisers
street car.
of the Grand Army of the Republic,
Miss True will appear as an inter- l'otton.
operating south of McGrath, Alberta, preter of the Indians' songs during
aided by camps of the Spanish war
Governor McDonald and Hon. Franwere
rounded
and
driven
up last night
GERMAN CRUISER BLUECHER
veterans, Sons of Veterans, the Bohethe dance which represents "the new cis E. Lester, and State Engineer
school
AGROLTND OFF KIEL. across the border into Montana, ac war against King Alcohol" (says the James A. French are scheduled
mian Veteran association,
to
cording to reports to the mounted po- - official program)
Denver, May 30. Peter B. Threkel-sen- ,
This dance will be make addresses on "Good Roads
The assailants held lighted candles
children, women's clubs and memoria'
The
Kiel, Germany, May 3l
known as "Peter the Apostle," to Threkelsen's
organizations followed the custom o'
given "in brilliant aboriginal costumes Day."
armored cruiser Bluecher went lice here today.
fingers, and threatenHomesteaders with whom the stock bv the voune Indian temnerance cru- There will be number of conven
decorating the graves in tribute to an eccentric resident of the Jewish ed to kill him.
a fog to the north of
during
aground
They finally secured
those who lie buried.
quarter on West Colfax avenue, was
the island of Romso in the Great Belt raisers have been in trouble for some sader, Juan Cruz and the head men tions held during the period and men
a
in
and
cash
postal savings bank between the Baltic sea and the Cat- - time and Indians who are Indignant of the Pueblo Santa Clara."
and women from all over the state
Standing witbin the shadows of the held captive for several hours last $7
Bohemian National Peace monument, night in his home by two men who order for $65. After ransacking the tega.
because two of their number recently
will gather at Mountainair from AuOther Speakers.
unveiled on Memorial (toy, 1890, by tortured him in an effort to make him house they left their victim. Threkles- Other names seen on the official gust 11 to August 28.
She is lying on a sandy bottom and were sentenced for horse stealing are
his father. Mayor Carter P. Harrison reveal the hiding place of his sup sen managed to free himself and noti- the commander believes there is no accused by the stockraisers and an in- program are Col. Ralph Emerson
The official program contains 58
.
Bradford pages and is profusely illustrated.
Governor
L.
eulogized the various nationalities for posed wealth.
fied the police.
Twitchell,
vestigation is being made.
danger.
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INDIAN WILL BE DISCUSSED BY
MISS TRUE cffND " THE MAJOR "

FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1913.

MNTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PACE TWO

Good Old Potatoes

(By Chus. A. Dinsmorp).
Artesia, N. M., May 30. The quon
tion of the development of this oil
fii'ld, and the question of the arrest
of a number of citizens of Artesia fot
catching fish for the big fish try lasc
week, are very closely related; and In
the end it will be seen that no more
awful crime could bo conceived thai,
the getting of fish from the rivers an-lakes of the Pecos valley for gaftrono
mical experimentation.
This may
setm strange, but of limes science
works In wondrous
ways, and the
most innocent action might well bring
about almost irreparable injury to al!
mankind.
The seeming mystery is
clear after it is explained by scientists
who understand. 1 was talking wilt
such a man at dinner today.
That there is a great oil pool beneath the earth's surface in the vicinity of Artesia in fact throughout the
Fecos valley is so well established
now that if an aeronaut should land
his machine anywhere in this valley
and order drillers to begin work al
the spot where the aeroplane rested,
he would in time get
gushing well
of oil. This is demonstrated beyond
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THE CRIMINALS
ST. FRANCIS SCHOOL'S Diabetes No
WHO CAUGHT FISH
Longer Feared
ARE DESPOILERS
FINE EXERCISES

SAWED WOOD

The closing exercises of the St.
Francis parochial schools were held
last evening in Loretto auditorium,
due of the largest crowds ever assembled at any gathering in the city
of Santa Fe witnessed a beautiful and
most Interesting entertainment rendered by the boys iflid girls of the
Most Heverend

school.

'
S. i. S.

QuU-kl-

I'utn Vim mill
Into
iiei-K-

Von.

Archbishop

John II. Pitaval presided. By his sideThr-.- -i
is no need to feel any alarm
sat Monslgnor Father Antonio Four- over
ln symptoms o diabetes.
Thia
chegu and the Catholic clergy of San- dise.isi is apt to be purely a digestive
ta Fe, also the following state, coun- troubli', and for this reason the liver
is heltl largely responsible. Tho liver
ty and city officials:
is the kii'Kest orsan of the body, anil
blood
Professor John H. Wagner, Profes- is not lily a mass of thread-lik- e
sor Ixiugee, Assistant State Superin- vessel.'- i. but throughout its entire
intimately associated with the
tendent Filadelfo Daca, County School fabric
digestive system.
The tiling to do is to so stimulate
Superintendent John V. Conway,
Mayor Celso Lopez, Jose D. Sena, the action of this myriad of blood
selects
vessels that each cellular
president of the city board of educa- its own essential nutrimentpart
by healthy
contravention.
tion, Mr. Gormley, member of the and .Midicious ilivino discretion. This
is accomplished by S. S. S.. the most
The source of the petroleum of the city board.
the most active and tho most
Archbishop Pitaval addressed the potent,
Pecos valley as of the California,
blood medicine
stimulating
the work of naturally
ou do not need purgatives
known.
and tho Oklahoma and the Kansas, audience reviewing
most highly io not be
at the presence of
complimenting
and many other fields is l:nh. His- school,
......
sediment.
lie 'suear.,, nor of
tnr tin. i?nm1
"
in
tory tells us that in the early days IIBV.
in ft a a onrl
lt,
the Pecos valley was actually alive has accomplished during the years mind that this celebrated remedy has
SisThe
on
school.
such a specilio stimulating action
with mastadon fish catfish larger he has had charge of
o
the local cell3 of tho liver as to
than the elephant of today; buffalo so ters also came in for a good share
their mutual welfare and give a
work
they
for
the
splendid
of
praise
cell
car
proper relative assistance, each
large that an automobile railway
could not hold one; sunfish so mas- have done during the past year. The to the other.
Ti iipsical tendencies are thus overasked
Superintendent
then
sive that the rays from their sca.Us archbishop
biliousness soon becomes a
come,
auddimmed the great, luminary of the John V. Conway to address the
:oi-and Jaundice, malaria, atllic- mei
the
over
R skies; and suckers
he did, going
tion:: of (he spleen and glandular
bigger even thai; ience which
DV
sw ings will be entirely eliminated,
the men who go out on the arid plains many L'unil thines aecouinllshed
- Yon
will find S. S. S. on sale nt all
where there Is nn water n.iri establish 'St. Francis parochial school, and lay- - drug stores and for competent medexcelthe
stress
upon
K
"
particular
ical advice, free, consult by mail the
"farms
work the different
graduates laboratory of The Swift Specific Co.
During the ages since the first in- 137 Swift Bhlg., Atlanta, Ga.
conn
habitant made his home in the Pecos have accomplished for the
,lal
"K
",c
of!80018been
have
.
there
.sutl
valley
myriads
of a break in their relations. Tr
floods
floods almost making the little of this scnool ranKea among inn ueai
moral
young lover refused to consider
the
training
and
that
teachers,
excursion in which Xoah took some
but the girl declared she would
in
them
stood
in
school
the
jpart sink into utter insinificr nee. Ai acquired
of their not release him. Her parents and hii
the (rolling surges of water swept good stead when in discharge
see more of joi ifrt in advising that it would be
down the stream it oftentimes took duties. He hoped to
of schools be; t for the young couple to part. The
millions of these great fish on the these students in charge
few years gii was adamant. The marriage took
a
Mexico.
New
Only
in
the
ci est, sweeping them far from
were in a pie ;e.
back when conditions
stream into sandbanks and into
that
'i he two travel frequenl.ly and aro
The fish died wretched shape, educationally,St. Fran
arroyos.
never apart for even one hour, sav
asked the Sisters of
there; and if many of the mounds be 'he had
a few of their thx'r close inmates. They live hap
side the stream today were analyze) cis school to prepare
the profession of pily. devoted to each other, the wif;
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TIME IS MONEY. YOU CAN SAVE TIME IN OUR STORE. WE KNOW
OUR HARDWARE STOCK AND W E CAN SOON GIVE YOU WHAT
ON
YOU WANT. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
THE
PRICE AND
TIME ON THE SALE. WE ONLY CARRY ONE KIND OF HARDWARE
AND THAT IS THE BEST WE CA N BUY, BUT OUR PRICES ARE
BY
DOING
FAIR, SQUARE PRICES. WE COU LD NOT SUCCEED
BUSINESS ANY OTHER WAY.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

1

COMPANY.

ulai-mr-

l'ln At;

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

O

J

J.

Phone

To El Pas0' Bisbee Dous,ass and
all points In New Mexico, Ari-

PE
FDHM CAVTA
rlVUlH jAll I A IX

zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

MEXICO

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

For Rates and Full Information" Address
0 F & P. AOENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

EUGENE FOX,

NEW

MILITARY

MEXICO

Pi

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

m

In the beautiful Pecot
Valley. S.700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire
Conditions for physical
are
and mental development
IDEAL such as cannot be found
FourIn
America.
elsewhere
teen o (Beers and Instructors, alt
standard Eastfrom
graduates
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Located
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INSTITUTE

''fir-
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Ski

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POM, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

r For particulars

and Illustrated

cata-ogu-

address,

Phone

14.
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N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

-

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

WE HAVE IT."

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all thia liRht f lo
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
ODS, Electricity

mav-riaf.-

j

j

I

desired.

cod-live-

to secure.

The program that was published in
After the fish were left stranded in
tho sand, after the water subsided last evening's paper was rendered
the Croat Chemist caused the winds with marked ability, the little play
being particularly
to blow in hurricanes, bringing with 'Mama Julieta"
on the program
them quantities of
sand, line. Two numbers
and this made the piscatorial sarcopli that delighted the audience were the
and the
age. This would naturally bo the end "Kazoo Band," by the boys
to the finite mind; but to tho infinite song of the "Little Shaking QuakIn
speaking
little
girls
it is but the beginning.
In fact ths ers" by fifty
As- ftoru-,ri- in
:
warm winds and the Jhot sands tiialcj.'01 ulu n,ml"Mv."
Filadelfo

INSANE MAN RUNS
AMUCK IN CHURCH

sun-drie-

POWER

Pa., May 30. Suffering
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imposed
he
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lishin pd,ica iauf matter3
which, together, takes from-th,. or more success u from Munich. George Pugh, the sexa
wltaeMed
iron ready to use, your toasted
every particle of the oil in its anaton, and Emil Higley subdued Coll'iis
nunmcua ui
tomy. This oil, filtering down to the entertainment,
audi- - until the n:iival of the police who
hurried breakfast, your vacuLoretto
the
for
the
turned
away,
were
ready
earth to water, is refined, enriched,
filled to its. utmost ca- took hiin into custody.
torium
being
um
cleaner
ready for the fray, your washer
purified, till, arriving and coming in
( cllins fiist approachcJ the aitir
contact with the underground water, pacity.
fan ready to cool the heatto
smashed
other
and
cande'abra
and
cleanse,
the
ready
Archbishop Pitaval presented
it is instantly transformed into pelro
and ornaments. Then he picked up pieces
will do every thing
certificates
rooms.
ed
with
their
aebnlars
Electricity
leuin; and it is found that the sub
for the best of debris and hurled them at the sta
awarded
Uhe
premiums
for you. We furnish it reasonable rates,
torranean stream is of the peculia'
and work along various tutes. Miss Mary Keenan hurried on:
quality to add the asphaltum base. scholarships
and telephoned to the police.
day and n'ght' Estimates and full inforThis, then, is th source of the oi! lines.
mation cheeerfully given.
which is already making the Pecos
TALE
valley famous when you think of oii
I ROMANTIC
you must remember the source fish.
LOYALTY
OF
Then, reverting again to the crimi
nals who went to the Pecos liiver and
there did feloniously and violently (it
Marquette, Mich., May 30. Trail?- Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Reis stated) take fish with which to feed cending even the highest ideals of ro
move Them With the Othine Prethe multitude, committed an act sd mance, the story of the tragedy thai
scription.
absolutely detrimental to the best in CLtne into the life of the daughter o
prescription for the removal
terests of the entire world, it seems George A Newett, defendant in I he" of This
freckles was written by a promistrange that even so small a penalty dore .; Roosevelt's libel suit, illustrates nent physician and is usually so sucas hanging should be thought of their what a woman will sacrifice for the
PHONE 85 MAIN.
cessful in removing freckles and givpunishment ought to be greater than man she loves and the loyalty she ing a clear, beautiful complexion that
any yet conceived. In the taking of will display.
1
it is sold by all druggists under an
AND
numbers of fish those men probably
For Newett's daughter, now Mrs. absolute guarantee to refund the
were the cause of tho cessation for at George Kelson, of Ishpeming, married
if it fails.
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA
least the material lessening of ih?. her lover after he had lost both handu money
Don't hide your freckles under a
WOOD
SAWED
flow of oil from tho wells a hundred and his eyesight in a mine explosiou
nn nnnpA nf nthina flnd rp.
vpil
years from today; they mav not have Deliberately, calmly but with a pur- move them. Even the first few apCORD
STEAM COAL
known this, it is true, but iiinoranca pose that would not be swerved b..'
should show a wonderful
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
of the law and of science does not even her lover's pleading, the daugh- plications
some of the lighter
improvement,
Montezuma
excuse one society and the interests ter of Newett pledged herself for life freckles
Avenue, near A., T- - & S. F. Railroad Depot.
vanishing entirely.
of all must be conserved.
In fact to to a man who could not see and could
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
go into the matter deeply, I doubt me, not work.
,
double strength othine; it is this that
not that each person, whether man.
he.
lives, is sold on the money-bacDuring all the years that
guarantee.
woman or child, who partook of that the daughter of 'Newett must order
!
delicious fish fry given gratis and her .life so that she may be eyes ar.o",
with the utmost pleasure by the Ar- hunds for the man to whom he was
tesia Chamber of Commerce to visit whole and sound,, she gave her faith.
EGGS FOR HATCHING
ors and home people alike, was guilty Nelson and Miss Newett were girl and
A
also of a great, crime. Whv. one fiEh !bov sweethearts in Ishpeming. Nelwould be of the most tremendous ben-- ; son was ambitious lie was studying to
Reefit years hence in maintaining the jj'ecome a mining engineer and hU
?
flow of oil in some of the wells if not work in the mines was part of the
in every well drawing from this
We make Mission Furniture,
great course. He seized an opportunity to
The manufacturer who tries
The early hatched Chick makes
pool.
go to an Arizona, mine, aetore mi
Shelving, Counters, Steplad-der- s,
to help you sell his goods after
the Winter Layer I
Thus it is that heedless, thoughtless, went, the young couple plighted trot".
all
do
kinds
and
he has induced you to stock up
careless people endanger the weal o'
Scarcely a' few weeks after arrival
of
repairing.
on his line deserves your hearty
FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
the nation. Was every person so in Arizona, Nelson accldently hit a
.
wishing permitted to fish below the box of percussion caps with a
Lakewood dam of the Pecos r'ver, and
The resultiug explosion blew 01
But it is up to you to decide
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
were each person to be successful in both his hands and destroying hi-- i
NOVELTY WORKS.
whether the manuafcturer is achis Waltonian diversion,
315 Palace Ave.
Phone 204 J.
every oil sight forever. Nelson waB ,'brought
XO
tually helping you, or whether
well in flie world would
M.
N.
FE.
SANTA
157
W.
Specialists for months
speedily go back north.
is.
Telephone
he only thinks he
dry and then what a holocaust there Lcld out hope for one of his eyes, ht't
would be. 'Twere better, right on the that hope failed. Back to Ishpeming
If he is creating a desire for
start, to curb this ruffianism.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
his product without creating an
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The came the helpless young, man. His
people must rouse themselves and aid sweetheart refused absolutely to hear
of the Interior, U. S.
actual demand on your store for
Department
in detecting and
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April
Department of the Interior, V. S.
It, his help is of little value to
punishing all criminals who fish.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., May
Land
1913.
9,
you.
HOW'S THIS?
The persons causing the r.rrest o;
Notice Is hereby given that Hiram 10, 1913.
The one big advantage of
the men who caught those fish for the We Offer One Hundred Dollars ReNotice Is hereby given that Nestor
Bennett, of Stanley, N. M., who, on
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
delectation of the multitude, were bu,
newspaper advertising is that it
March 18th, 1907, made Homestead Gallegos, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
Cannot be Cured by Hall' Catarrh
creates not only desire, but acconserving our great oil industry, their
May 4th, 190S, made Homestead Entry
Entry 04042 No. 10906, ior NE
Cure.
tual demand. Most other medifor SW 4 SB
11 N.. Range 8 No.
great oil industry; showing "to the
Section
26,
Township
ums stop at desire.
world that if none cared, etch citi . . . . F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sec. 10, NE 4 NW
SW
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice SB
E.,
We, the undersigned, have known F.
zen who hunted
Section 15, Township
r
NB
out the nforesaid
of intention to make
proof. NW
The best kind of advertising
criminals and brought them wlthia S. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
to establish claim to the land above 10. N, Range 12 E., N. M. V. Meridian,
do
for
can
In
a
all
honorable
manufacturer
believe
that
him
perfectly
the grasp of the strong arm of the
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, U. has filed notice of intention to make
business transactions and financially
your benefit Is local newspaper
law were to be trusted to guard
S. Commissioner, at Stanley, N. M., on Five Year Proof, to establish claim
likj able to carry out any obligations made
his
salesmen
Tell
advertising.
to the land above described, before
watchdogs and fail us not.
May 20, 1913.
so next time they come around.
So henious a crime can in no wav by his firm.
names as witnesses:
Claimant
the Registe rand Receiver TJ. 8. Land
Show them that you know by
be condoned the man who woulJ NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 16th
3.
M.
L.
Office,
Bennett,
Jerry
Robertson,
Toledo, O.
experience the value of newscatch a fish (and succeeds in doing
of
June. 1913.
H.
Stan
of
H.
J.
all
Cantwell,
day
Slane,
so)
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interpaper advertising, and that you
most inevitably shuts off one of th..
Claimant names as witnesses:
N. M
ley,
blood
the
upon
branded
nally, acting directly
want all the
goods you
oil wells of this field.
Teodoro Tapia, Rosendo Tapia,
MANUEL R OTERO,
and mucous surfaces of the system.
handled advertised In a way
Mauricio Tapia, Juan Gonzales, all of
Register
75
cents
treo
Testimonials sent
Price
that will bring customers to
Galisteo, N. M.
Work for the New Mexican. It is
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
store to ask for them.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
your
Ad
New
Mexican
a
Want
Just
for
working
Try
you, for Santa Fe and
Take Hall's FamOv pills for
Register.
If yon ant onlck returns.
the new state.
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FRECKLES

TRUE

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

WHOLESALE
RETAIL
LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP

IAAAI
VvQQQ
WOOD'
SIZES.
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COL. JAS. W. W1LLS0N, Supt.
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Spring is Here

Wordjo
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"The Storekeeper"

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

hair-nier-

SCOTTISH

RUE MASONIC

REUNION

Why not have that
Upholstering Done

S.C. Buff Orpingtons

EGGS
$2.00 !3FOE-

and Furniture
paired

J.F. RHOADS
GALISTEO ST.

SANTA FE, N. M., JUNE 16, 17 AND 18, 1913.

:- -:

'

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will pro
tect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from stations Farmington, Aztec, N.M., Durango.Colo.,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M, and all
directly intermediate stations.

1--

14178-0643-

SELLING DATES:

4

five-yea-

From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., June 12th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito ) June'lJth.
From All Points South of Antonito, June Nth

RETURN LIMIT, JUNE 20TH.
Witt.

M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

239 SAN FRANCISCO

SL
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SANTA

FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1913.
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SIGSBEE'S

ADMIRAL

OWN STORY OF THE
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PAGE THREE

NEW MEXICAf

THE

SINKING OF

11

MAINE

of the city limits the harbor dark and
making an exit through the passage- forms on the water and hear faint (By Father Chadwick, Chaplain
-I
the Battleship Maine, who will quiet, thi' silence broken only by the
way leading forward through tho su- cries for help.
my
lay tho wreath on the new Mem- occasional cries and pulling of oars
way
perstructure. 1 groped
white
forms
Realizing that the
our men asleep in the hammocks
orial Monument today.)
through the cabin into the passage, were our own men, boats were lowJelly bread is a classic of childhood.
The eloquence of silence surrounds suddenly the fatal flash the loud reand along the passage to the outer ered at once and sent to the assistBut the older folks are fond of it, too.
the
of
flames
of
the
.Maine.
awful
door. The passage turned to the ance of the injured and drowning the
bursting
tragedy
portthe
So
are you if you eat
of
the
men
with
in
of
the service of bodies
met their fate
fragments
right or starboard, near the forward men. Orders were given, but they
then
and
These shin shooting into the air
part of the superstructure.
were hardly necessary; the resource God, humanity and country.
At the turning, some one ran Into ful intelligence of the officers sug- fifteen years Bince that time have the cry of the wounded, drowning
and dying!
(Editor's Note The new memorial me violently.
asked who It was. It gested correct measures in the emerg- been momentous in their history.
Our men went to their post of duty
monument to the heroes of the U. S. was Private William Anthony,
In their setting has come tho freethe ency. Only three of our fifteen boats
tr,
,i.
,.i.,,i
I,,,
tiatlteship Maine, built with contribu- orderly at the cabin door. He said were available the barge, the cap- dom of Cuba, the exaltation of our
tions from the people of the United something apologetic and reported tain's gig and the whale-boat- .
The country, tho extension of her terri- serve their flag. They were preparreTwo of tory for beneficlent
the ed for any action which might be
States, Is to be unveiled today in that the ship hud been blown up and barge was badly injured.
purposes,
of them and, although
they
New York City.
quired
of
influence
in
her
manned
officers
tile
and
were
was sinking.
He was directed to go these
enlargement
by
The Maine was blown up In Havana out on the quarterdeck, and I follow men jointly. How long they were councils of the world for the enrich were stricken hi their sleep, without
They come in a most inviting way, with the full
even a chance to pull the lock spring
flavor of summer in them. Ask your grocer
is
1S98.
Here
his
own
Feb.
I
15,
cannot recall, ment of the human race.
harbor,
ed him. He hung near me with un- gone from the ship
for Solitaire Jellies Currant, Crab Apple,
at the post of
personal story of the horrible explo- flagging zeal and watchfulness that but probably fifteen minutes. Those
We must not fall to bestow upon of a gun, they died
Grape, Blackberry, Quince, Plum and Guava.
of the people.
sion written by Hear Admiral ('has. night until the ship was abandoned.
of us who were left on board remainthe heroes of the Maine a tribute of duty in the Interest
' The Beat the Grocer Can Deliver"
God that we did not unthank
We
D. Sigsbee, who was In command of
I stood for a moment on the stared quietly on the
remembrance for their share in this
which
nation
accuse
with
the
MOREY MERCANTILE CO.
THE
justly
the battleship on that fatal night.)
forward
board side of the main deck,
It was a bard blow to be obliged to new epoch of freedom and we must we are now at peace of the crime
1
Denver, Colo.
(By Rear Admiral Chan. D. Sigsbee.. of the
looking leave the Maine; none of us desired proclaim their sacrifice to be a glory
Permission from the toward the immense dark mass that to leave while any part of her poop to i heir country and a blessing to all committed in waters under her pro(By Special
God
for the
tection. We thank
Century Co.)
loomed tip amidships, but could see remained above water.
We waited mankind to come.
which made passion wait on
On the night of the explosion the
strength
I
remained
There
on
was
I
she
until satisfied that
nothing distinctly.
shall recall the catastrophe in a
resting
and give time for wiser
Maine, lying In the harbor of Havana for a few seconds in an effort to the bottom of the harbor.
Lieuten few words. Its horrors impressed all investigation
and truer counsel.
at the buoy where she was moored by grasp the situation, and then asked
then Americans too vivid!;' ever to be
Wainwright
The Maine was truly an altar of
the Spanish pilot on her entrance in- Anthony for the exact time. He re- whispered to mo that be thought the
(sacrifice; the men were truly a
to the port, was heading in a direc- plied: "The explosion took place at forward
magazine had been
The dark, starless night
eaust, but the glory which they throw ator I. M. Lish, at Suunemln, 111. Llsh IN CHANCERY OF NEW JERSEY.
tion Quito unusual at least, for the
sir." It was soon neces thrown up into the burning material
with light and gay with upon the flag might have borne a
Maine. In this connection it should sary to retire from the main-decdiscovered her secret and got her ad- In the matter of the application of
for amidships and might explode at any startling its
pleasure
people apparently care-- stain had we sent our soldiers forth
be explained that Havana is in the the alter-par- t
The Prudential Insurance Company
mitted to the soldiers' homo at Quin-cof the ship was sinking time, with further disastrous effects.
war
of
the
in
with
waged just beyond only
their hearts.
vengeance
.
of America for the acquirement of
region of the trade-winwhich, how- rapidly.
two years ago.
then went up to the
He was then directed to get everyever, is not so stable there as farther
its rapltal stock for the benefit of
By this time Lieutenant Com- body into the boats, which was done.
Superintendent Anderson knew the
to the eastward, especially in the mander Wainwright and others were It was an
its policyholders.
but said nothing. Now her
easy operation; one had
t'uth,
winter months. On the night of the near me. Everybody was Impressed only to step directly from the deck
growing feebleness of body and mind Order fixing hearing on application
explosion the Maine was heading to by the solemnity of the disaster, but Into the boat. Lieutenant-Commande- r
for Appointment of Appraisers.
have made it advisable to send her to
tho northward and westward, in the there was no excitement apparent;
stood mi one side and
It appearing to the Court that The
the state hospital, where she will
Wainwright
general direction of the Machina. or perfect discipline prevailed.
of
have better care, and so the strange Prudential Insurance Company
Lieutenant Holman on the other;
naval "sheers," near the admiral's
America has heretofore filed its duly
is revealed.
The question has been asked many each offered me a band. I suggested
story
Some
of
the
palace.
times if I believed then that the the propriety of my being the last to
She does not know, however, that verified petition, from which it apsaid afterward that they had not be- Maine was blown up from the out
leave, and requested them to precede
world has learned her secret. pears that the said petitioner is a
the
fore known her to head in that direc- side.
inMy answer to this has been me, which they did. There was favorAnd
her comrades in the home, who stock life insurance corporation,
tion at Havana.
Stated simply as a that my first order on reaching the able comment later in the press be
New Jerof
the
State
corporated
by
with
have
treated
her
touching
always
fact, the Maine was lying in the po- deck was to post sentries about the cause I left last. It is a fact that I
kindness and respect, still call her sey, and that the Board of Directors
sition in which she would have been
I knew that the Maine had been was tho last to leave, which was oniy
Company have determined
ship.
"Albert'' and give no hint that they of said
sprung to open her batteries on the blown up, and believed that she had proper; that is to say, it would have
that it would be conducive to the welunderstand.
an
had
fortifications.
If
shore
expert
fare of the corporation and in the inbeen blown up from the outside. been Improper otherwise; but virtubeen charged with mining the Maine's Therefore I ordered a measure which
"We never suspected that Albert terests of the policyholders thereof to
all left last.
ally
,
mooring-berthwas not a. man," says Robert Koran, change the
purely as a measure was intended to guard against attack.
corporation from a stock
After the first muster that night it
of harbor defense, and having only
of Belvidere, one of her old comrades. life insurance
was no need for the order, but was reported to me that only 84 or
There
corporation to a mutual
'
one mine available, it is believed that I am
But we, did think sometimes that she life Insurance corporation, and said
writing of first impressions. 85 survivors could be found. Later
he would have placed it under the
man.
ected more like a woman than a
There was the sound of many voices
corporation now applying to the Chanshows that only 10 of the
position that the Maine occupied that from the shore, suggestive of cheers. summary
For one tiling, she always insisted on cellor to appoint two or more disinterTwo offcrew were wholly unhurt.
night.
bunking by herself. And she did lots ested persons to appraise the value
One
I stood on the starboard side-rai- l
icers and 250 men were killed.
The atmosphere was heavy, and the of the
of washing for the boys she used to" of the capital stock of the said cor
hundred and two people were saved,
poop and held on to the
weather unusually hot and sultry. Ail
wash our shirts.
poration, and also to appoint one or
in order to see over the
but later eight of them died at Habut four of the 26 officers were
"When the strangeness wore away more counsel lo represent the policywhich was bagged and cover- vana.
aboard and the members of the crew ed with debris. I was still
she made a good comrade. She was a holders before such appraisers and in
trying to
None can ever know the awful
328 in number, were on board
as take in the situation more completely. scenes
soldier with us, doing faithfully and such further proceedings as may be
and
of
consternation,
despair,
usual. The crew, excepting those on The officers were near me and showtaken under or in pursuance of said
well."
suffering down in the forward comwatch or on post, were turned in.
petition,
a courteous recognition of my au- partments of the stricken ship; of
ing
Woman
Other
The
Soldier.
I was in my quarters, sitting on the
It is, therefore, on this twenty-see-onDirec- men wounded, or drowning
in the
and responsibility.
after-sidKady Borwnell is the only woman,
of the table in the port or thority
tions were given in a low tone to Ex swirl of water, or confined in a closed
day of April, A. D., 1013, on moto
besides
"Albert
known
Cashier,"
admiral's cabin. About an hour be- ecutive Officer Wainwright, who himtion of Edward D. Duffield, Solicitor
with
tilling
gradually
compartment
in
1
have served
the Civil war.
fore the explosii'i
had complete! a self
of said petitioner, ORDERED
that
gave orders quietly and directed water. But from those so favorably
report called for by Theodore Roose- operations.
'When her husband, Robert Brow-liiel- said application be heard by the Chanwas
possible,
that,
situated
escape
velt, assistant secretary of the navy,
of Central Falls, R. I., enlisted cellor at the State House in the City
Fire broke out in tho mass amid- much may be gathered to enable us
on the advisability of continuing to
their honeymoon she insisted of Trenton on tho tenth day of June,
during
flood
to
were
of
the
the
to form a conception
general
given
'
on board cruisers ships. Orders
place torpedo-tubeon going along. The governor of tfie 1913, nt ten thirty o'clock in the foreforward chaos. It Is comforting to believe
but
the
forward
magazine,
I
letand battleships.
then wrote a
state escorted her to Washington and noon, or as soon thereafter as coun
part of the ship was found to be un- that most of those who were lost
ter home.
got permission for her to enter the sel can be heard, at which time and
were killed instantly; and it Is probder water.
Inquiry as to the
At taps ("turn in and keep quiet")
army. She wore women's clothes and place the Chancellor w ill hear all parand the
maga- - ably true,
also, for ninny of the
ten minutes after nine o'clock, I laid ?iTip in the nfter-nwr- r guncotton
never handled a gun. She carried a ties in interest, who may then appear.
nt the shin wounded
had no
who recovered
down my pen to listen to the notes Bh(nved
It is further ordered that notice of
light saber and a revolver and became
llke collcliUcm of th08e com-o- f knowledge of the explosion; they rethe bugle, which were singularly n.irtmH11fH as renorteri l.v those who membered no sensations, except that
s
The Battleship Maine Memorial Group of Statues Designed by St.
an expert shot. She was wounded at such hearing shall be given to the
beautiful in the oppressive stillness had
and Standing at the Broadway Entrance of Central Park, New York. Hull Run. On long marches she show- Commissioner of Hanking and Insurand they awoke and found themselves
escaped from the ward-rooof the night.
ed more endurance
than the men. ance of this Slate by serving a copy
In the cap wounded in a strange place.
They are to be Unveiled Today.
officers
quarters.
junior
1 was
inclosing my letter in its en- tain's spare pantry in the
After tho war she was granted a pen- of this order upon him within fifteen
days from the making thereof, and
velope when the explosion came. To
sion by special act of congress.
there was spare am
that notice of said application be givme, in my position, well aft, and with- munition. It was seen that this would
is said to have come to America in
en to the stockholders of said corin the superstructure, it was a burst- soon be
Soon
hoy's clothes as a stowaway.
submerged, and that precauporation by mailing a copy of this oring, rending and crashing sound or tions in respect to the magazines were
afterward she entered the army. I'er- - REAL FASHIONS ON
roar of immense volume, largely me- unnecessary.
der to each of said stockholders at
there was a shattered romance
haps
REAL PEOPLE his poBtoffice address, as the samo
tallic in character. It was followed
nobody knows, and her Hps are sealed.
The great loss of life was not then
appears upon the books of the said
by a succession of heavy, ominous,
Even
name
her
is
unknown.
She
not
were
Our
realized.
yet
eyes
'
metallic sounds, probably caused by fully
corporation, within fifteen days from
has called herself "Albert Cashier,''
the date hereof; and that notice of
the overturning of the central superto
trace her identity
had taken part in the siege of Xatchez, but all attempts
(By W. II. Alburn.)
said application be given to tba polistructure and by falling debris. There of us had come from the glare of the
failed.
Quincy, 111., May SO. Of all the war the battles of Kenesaw Mountain, have
was a trembling and lurching motion electric lights. The flames increasedI
cyholders of the said corporation by
Meand
in
central
the
enlisted
She
at
this
tell
superstructure,
Chattahoochie river, Jonesboro and
tales that veterans will
August 0, 1802,
of' the vessel, a list to port and a
publishing a copy of this order in one
Lieutenant-Commande- r
Waindirected
111., in Company G of the fi.rth
morial day in a thousand American Lovejoy Station. She had been in the
or more newspapers printed and pubmovement of subsidence,
The electo
an
effort
to
play cities, towns and villages, there is battering compaigns against Price in Infantry, and was discharged August
lished in the capital of each and evtric lights, of which there were eight wright on makefire if
the
practicable. He not one so strange and so full of Arkansas and .Mississippi and Hood in 17, 1SH5. She did farm work for two
state of the United States in
in the cabin where I was sitting, went streams
ery
acwhich the corporation does business,
heroism as the tale of the veteran 1 Alabama, and with Sherman in his At- or three years at Ilelvidere, then disout. Then there was intense black- went forward on the
companied by Lieutenant Hood and have
and in a newspaper printed and pubness and smoke.
just visited here in the Illinois lanta campaign, where one soldier out appeared. The next 40 years are her
lished In the cities of Edmonton, Alof three was killed, and had followed own secret. She is thought, to have
home.
Soldiers'
file situation could not be mistak- Naval Cadets Boyd and Cluverius,
rein
the
a
gallant inspection
British Columbia;
Victoria,
Albert li. J. Cashier, who fought him in his devastating march to the worked in a factory somewnere, probberta;
en; the Maine was blown up and making
soon
was
of the fire, but
obliged
hardeBt years of Un sea.
Frederlcton,
three
ably in Chicago. Finally she becanie
the
Manitoba;
Winnipeg,
sinking. For a moment the instinct gion
through
New Brunswick; Halifax, Nova Scotook charge of to report that nothing could be done. civil war, who draws a pension from
of
Her life is a mystery. She was born an automobile chauffeur and worked
and all other facilities
me, but this was immediately domi- The
tia; Toronto, Ontario; Quebec, Quethe United States, and is a member in Ireland on Christmas day, S 14. She lu that capacity for former State Son- i.n
nated by the habit of command. I were destroyed, and men were not of the G. A. R., is a woman!
bec; and Regina, Saskatchewan,
Her
went up the inclined deck into the available for the service.
the Dominion of Canada, once a week
Her life is full of mystery.
We then began to realize more sex has
for at least four weeks, the first pubstarboard cabin, toward the starjust been reveak'd, after a
board airports, which were faintly clearly the full extent of the damage. lifetime of masquerading, and she is
lication to be made within fifteen
was lying in
of One of the smoke-stack- s
relieved against the background
her
that
days from the date hereof. In case
unaware
her
days
side. Al- '.iding
no newspaper is published in the capthe sky. The sashes were out, and the water on the
is known.
tecret
ital of said States of the United States,
the openings were large. My first in- though it was almost directly under
I had expected to meet an Amazon.
then said publication may be made
tention was to escape through an me, I had not at first identified it. As A woman who had fought in the death
to
more
accustomed
became
was
abandoned
a newspaper having a generatacir- in
in
my
eyes
but
this
and
lived
airport,
of a nation and had
culation within said States.
favor of the more dignified way of the darkness, I could see, dimly, white grapple as a man through half a centoiled
E. U. WALKER.
mascutury should be big, strong and
C.
line
And .vi.en I entered her hosp'ral
TO AILING WOMEN
vard theie rose and came to nifc me
'
In her faded soldier's uniform, just a
Advice Will Help
A Little Sound
old lady who
:
little, frail, sweet-faced-,
Many a Sufferer in Santa Fe.
grandmother.
might be anybody's
She was so little and so gentle! She
No woman should consider herself
could walk under the leveled arm o.
and well if the kidneys are
healthy
almost any soldier in the home. Most
that pass off in the
i Poisons
,
weak,
of them were giants beside her. If
secretions when the kidneys are well,
and
she was ever five feet two, age
are retained in the body when the
toil had shriveled her figure and bent
kidneys are disordered. If the k.'dneys
recinflamed and
her shoulders till she belies ber
and bladder become
ord.
swollen worse troubles may quickly
'
Her hand clasp was timid and her
follow. This Is often the cause of
'
bearing-dowhuii ivsis delicate and small. Her
pains, lameness, back
Her eyes
brokn hair had whitened.
ache, etc. Uric poisoning is also frewere a faded blue. And her face was
dizzy
quent cause of headaches,
a face for a painter to dwell on.
spells, languor, nervousness and Then- matic pain.
Half a' century of sun and wind had
bronzed that face, sowed it with freckWhen suffering so, try Doan's Kb
les and seamed it with a thousand
ney Pills, a remedy that has provea
The razor that helped her
effective in thousands of such cases.
wrinkles.
Miss Xora McAdoo, daughter of the Let a Santa Fe woman tell of her exdisguise had coaxed forth a film of
new secretary of the treasury, wore
beard. But there was no touch of
perience.
a navy blue ratine made with a draped
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
It was a sweet, kindly,
coarseness.
over
net
trimmed
with
a
tunic
waist
and
affection
Garcia
St.. Santa Fe, N. M.. says: "In
compelling
face,
pathetic
frills of the same material when she September 190C, I used Doan's Kidney
respect.
to
accompanied her father
Hampton Pills for backache that had been a
And this frail, little woman had
Roads recently for battleship targ3t source of much annoyance.
In the
lived, dared and done a man's work in
practice.
morning when I arose, my back was
world. Her tiny feet had tamped,
the
:
Miss McAdoo's hat was rather larg- so lame and painful that I could hardin line of march, nearly 10,000 miles.
er than the average worn this spring, ly stoop. I knew that my trouble was
Her delicate shoulders had been bur-- j
land it was of navy blue hemp with a due to disordered kidneys and I was
dened with half her weight of equip-- j
of ostrich feathers.
j'stickup"
Pnally led to try Doan's Kidney Pill3
nua
nanas
uus
nent.
Her utile
carried
She
a large sealskin muff.
wielded
by the good reports I heard about
and
rails
laid
guns.
trenches,
them. The contents of one box of
i
She had shared the soldier's lot in
TWENTY INJURED IN OHIO
this remedy drove away all my pains
camp, on sentry duty, in bivouac and
STREET CAR ACCI DENT, and I am happy to state that my cure
line of battle.
has been permanent."
She had built and guarded a railAkron, Ohio. May 30. Twenty per-For sale by all dealers. Price 50
road in the advance on Memphis. She
sons were injured, some very serious-- cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
i'tiad been through the battle of Gun- on the Kew York, sole agents for the United
ly in a street car collision
was
town when her company
nearly
Akron, Bedford and Cleveland line j states.
annihilated. She had helped pursue
near tins city today. Two mens legs
Remember the name --Doan's an
Hood's defeated army to the Tenneswere cut off.
take no other.
see. She had toiled in the swamps
Admiral Charles 0. Sigsbee, U. S. N., Captain of the Maine when it against General Johnston's ConfedWork for the !;ew Mexican. It is
Work for the New Mexican. It is
was blown up in Havana harbor and Author of thia story of the Great erates, and triumphed with Grant
working for you, for Santa Fe and working for you, for Santa Fe and
amid the thunders of Vicksburg. She
"ALBERT D. j. cashier; AS SHE LOOKS TODAY,
the new state.
Ship's Sinking.
the new state.

Gallant Commander, Last to Leave
Fatal
That
Doomed Battleship
Night, Himself Relates Here the
Awful Event Being Commemorated
in New York Today by the Unveiling of Great Memorial Monument
Whole
of the
Built by Citizens
United States.
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Standing of the Clubs.

and

JlcKee;

and

Cicotte

In New York.

The venerable .John Peter Is nov?
close on to his iortieth year, savins:
a few rheumatics and a spavin here
and there, Is the same marvel who ha;
batted for an average of .350 for sixteen years. The only weakness apparent to ihe fan is a slight lack of
speed. Honus can't tear around tho
bases and annoy pitchers as he dui
of yore, but, believe us, he can bust
that ball in the nose with the

National League.
At Boston Morning Game
Brooklyn won the morning (wme today by a fine rally in the ninth. After
Cutshaw's pop fly had been lost in
the sun, Hummel drove him home with
a three brgger and scored an Smith's

sacrifice fly.
The home team's only run
scored on a double by Mann,
score:

was
The

Chocolate.

Hot

Delicious

October'! chilly duri inggett Mmetbioj
Tirm for the Inner nun.
We're ready.
We're eerving hot chocolate made from
choice product ; noted for
" purity, eiccllence and
'"SESTSs" delicionancea of flavor.
We don't knoir of any other store
chocolate-t- oo
that eerree
expenaiye, perhape. It's different at OURS
there's nothing too good for oar patron.

j

sam-deadl-

f4Uut(rf
accuracy that splintered the
whole league for four campaigns.
For
National League.
Boston
010, 000, 0001 2 0 instance, he took the trip to the plate
'Won I.ost Pet. Brooklyn
Club
000, 000, 0022 7 1 four time against the Giants and quit
.733
?
22
Philadelphia
Batteries: Tyler and Whaling Ra. for the afternoon with a record cf
A PIPING HOT
c- .576
14
19
Brooklyn
two singles and a home run. In the
ga. Tingling and Miller.
CUPFUL FOB
OC.
'.526
IS
20
Chicago
Two base hit, Matin.
field John Peter spread out like a gill
Sored with dainty, crisp crackers, m
1
17
New York
net and completely blocked all pasThree base hit, Hulnmel.
.4S0
19
IS
St. Louis
always fresh. If you're II
HUVLER'S
Stolen bases, Connelly, Sweeney.
sage of ground hits in the direction
-jt
of !;e
.459
20
17
dt, we'U express it to you. J
Double play, Titus and Myers.
Pittsburg
of left field. To top it off he made
.41
IS
IS
Boston
Bal! off, Tyler, 4; Rangan, 1; Ying-ling- , s wonderful double play that brolts
.Z1A
25
12
1
Cincinnati
oft a Giant rally and left llnirj SlovWOMEN
SPECIAL
Stn; k out by, Tyler, 5; R'igan, 1; ens with a lump in his throat that Do you realize the fact that thousands of
American League.
he couldn't swallow for an hour.
Tingling, 1.
women are now using
Pet.
Won Lost
Club
Lest the younger bugs forget, it
Umpires, Brennan and Eason.
.7H
10
23
some
to
tell
a
idea
Philadelphia
be
you
good
might
.6H2
12
27
Cleveland
At Bo: 'on (Afternoon game)
thing a little historical about this wot'
.550
1C
20
5
6
12
Washington
Brook!. ri
derful Wagner. John Peter, or Honus,
.550 Boston
Xt
22
7 6 5 as
Chicago
you will, came to Pittsburgh from
.132
25
,
....1
Curti-St. Louis
Allen and Erwin; Rudolph, Louisville in 1897 as an outfielder
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
.401)
H 21
Boston
season he had a batting average
James, and Whaling.
That
as
a remedy for mucous membrane af
.390
1.0
25
Detroit
Later ho took up the job of fections,
Oi .363.
such as sore throat, nasal or
.265
25
30.
Pittsthi!
New York
in
Pittsburgh, Pa., May
sl'ortstoppiug and has been
inflammation or ulcerapelvic
catarrh,
from
burgh took the morning game
neighborhood of .350. Honus was tb.M tion, caused by female ills? Women who
duel
in
Western League.
a
seven
sensational
season.;,
for
hitter
pitchers'
champion
jC'hici'go
have been cured say "it is worth its
Won Lost Vet. betwi en Reulbach
Camnitz. Here ars the figures- 1900, 380; 1903.
Club
and
weight in gold. " Dissolve in waterand
13
23
and
Denver
and
Booe
WagSlnpl'-1907,
.350;
Carey
by
.355; 1904, .349; 1906, .339;
j
apply locally. For ton years the Lydia
.BSS
20
in
run
Lincoln
a
ner's out gave Pittsburgh
1908, .354; 1909, 339.
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recom21
15
,rS3
oth-r
St. .loseph
the first and they added another in the That record by the way, no
mended Paxtine in their private cor1G
.529
IS
Sioux City
sixth on a single and Viox's two bag-- ! batter ever approached. Several havs respondence with women.
.500
18
IS
Omaha
ner. Three of the six hits off Camnitz led the league with higher averages
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
1M
.457
10
Des Moines
no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Drugwere for extra bases, but sensational but no one ever led it so often.
21
.400
14
Topeka
entries by Wilson and a phenomenal
gists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
.300
11
Wichita
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston. Mass,
FATAL INJURY
grab by Booe at the
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TO

Here is (he sensational young
who has the American league

spit-talle- r

ligog over his wonderful pitching.
Keating is the most promising pitchac
looked
ever
at,
er Manager chance

j

-

the great leader himself.
for the youngster, and
,fer Chance, the New York club isn't
a winner this year, so while lie pitchcording

to

Unfortunately

j

es many wonderful games, Keating
will not stand so high in the official
averages next fall as he might were

d

of Zimmerman

Where They Play Today

ho with another team.

Pitts-- i

helped

turg'a. Chicago got its one run in the
rlgth when Clymer singled and Bird-weand Mitchell, running for
National League.
then worked the double steal,
Chicago at Pittsburg (two games).
Cincinnati at St. Louis (two games i. with Clymer, the latter scoring.
The Score:
Brooklyn at Boston (two games),
000 000 O01 1 0 2
Philadelphia at New York (two jChUago
100 001 002 4 7 2
Filiaburgh
games).
r ulbach and Bresnuhan; Camnitz
and Simon.
American League.
Viox.
hits
Detroit at Chicago (two games).
Quinary Two base
Bird well,
Schulte. Three
St. Louis at Cleveland.
Stolen bases
Boston at Washington (two games). b;:se hits Schulte.
New York at Philadelphia (two C; rey, Mitchell, Clymer. Bases on
bulls Off amnitz, 4. Struck out By
gt'mes).
l'

j

Bres-nali'-

In every city where Keating has ap
pcared critics have declared him an
Ed Walsh In embryo. He may never
l
he as great as the king of
seems destined to
but
pitchers,
achieve a high place in baseball on

j

spit-bal-

sheer merit.

OOftaoKOOGti

:

RAY

RECORD BROKEN
By AUTOMOBILES
May 30.
Speedway .Indianapolis,
Five nations United States, England,
France, Germany and Italy battled today for the supremacy In the automoe
bile world in the third annual
race here.
Promptly at 10 o'clock the 27 cats
millionaire
led by Carl G. Fischer,
sportsman, began the long race around
the two and a half mile track. Th3
pounding of the motors, cheering of
the thousands, and waving of flags of
the Ave nations present, presented an
The cars got away
Inspiring scene.
with a flying start and wera going 50
miles an hour when they came down
the home stretch.
Ralph de Palma, In a Mercer, dropped out of the race In the eighteenth
lap on account of cylinder trouble. He
was soon followed by Jenkin's Schacht
which broke a crank case. He went
HerrB
out In the twentieth lap.
Stutz broke a clutch release In tho
back stretch and caught fire. He war,
out of the race.
No one was Injured.
Zuccarelli's Peugeot, a French car.
went out of the race with burned oat
bearings after making the eighteen
laps. This is the first foreign car
leave the track.
Burman, In Koetone, leading for tho
first 100 miles, broke all speedway
records for that distance. His time
The former record
was 1:15:50.55.
was 1:23:43.11.
Another foreign car had to drop
out when Grant's Issota broke a gasoline feed pipe.
B. Endicott's case was also forced
out of the race by a broken crank500-mil-

f

shaft.

Barman made his first stop for oil
and gasoline and Goux took the lead
at 140 miles.
De Palma relieved Bragg at the
wheel of a Mercer at 145 miles. Tower's Mason No. 6, upset ou the back
turn, due to a tire blow out.
Bob Burman's car caught fire in its
65th lap and is out of the race. No
one was hurt. The Pugeot continued
in the lead.
Tower's right leg was broken and
three of Duuning's ribs fractured.
The Pugeot driven by the famous
Goux led at the end of 200 miles, having gone ahead when Burman had
lost top. His time was 2:33:30.40.
Goux gets a brassard and trophy
from the accessory concern for leading at that distance. Anderson, in a
Stutz was second; the English
s
piloted by Guyot, third;
Mercedes fourth and Wishart's
Mercer fifth.
Harry Endicott's Nyberg went out
on the back stretch in its 24th lap. It
,wag far behind the leaders.
Haupt's Mason No. 35 left the track
ou tho C51U lap because of a slipping
clutch. Burman will get back on the
track as soon as he tests his
which was put in at the
Sun-bea-

Mul-ford'-

pit3.

Indrikent's Case car went cut on
the 67th lap with a slipping clutch.
Haupt got his Mason back on the
track in a few minutes.
The second Isotta No. 29, driven by
Trucco went out in the fortieth lap
with a broken gas valve..,'.
Burman put the fire out In his car
and brought cheers from the thousands when he sped down the home
stretch about ten laps behind. He
stopped at the pits to put on a new

carburetor.
The drivers are suffering intensely
from the heat. Mulford was running about four laps behind the leaders at 190 miles.
Gioux, in his Peugeot was leading
at the end of 300 miles. His time
was 3:52:26.75. This is an average
of 77.42 miles an hour. This is a
new record for cars of this class. The

KEATING.

record wins a trophy of $2,500.
MIKE BACA IS IN
Tetzlaff's Isotta was taken off the
GOOD CONDITION
course after the 67th lap with a
broken drive chain. This eliminates
the Italian cars.
Mike Baca, the pride of the Santa
Goux was leading the field at 350 Fe fans who fights tonight at Albumiles by two laps. Anderson's Stutz querque with Kid Marshall, of Los Anwas second. The time is slower than geles, left this morning for the Duke
last year.
City.
May 30.
Mike is in better condition now
Speedway, indianapoli3,
continued his than ever before and has been train-ir-Goux, iu his Peugeot,
lead at the 400 mile mar', making th:
faithfully for his coming battle,
distance in 5:09:53, an average of as it is going to be a hard one. Kid
77.45 miles an hour. Last year's time Marshall, who will be Mike's opponHe ent, has fought all over the country
for the distance was 5:04:14.23.
was closely followed by Anderson it with the best boys of his weight and
his Stutz. Mulford, driving a Merce- lias won almost every fight. But Mike
des, was third and Wlshart Mercer isi confident of winning tonight and
was fourth. Just before completing make a name for himself.
the 400 miles Goux's manager obtainG. Volnay Howard, who is Mike's
ed some wine of the npeadway ofll manager, was not able, to make the
He paid Goux
cials for the driver.
trip on account of court business, but
had to have it to finish the race.
Daniel C. Ortiz accompanied Mike as
Bragg's Mercer had transmission his acting manager while in the Duke
trouble In the 127th lap and the pilot
City, and will see that our young fightran it off the track at the head oi er is given a square deal. Before leav
the home stretch.
ing this morning Dan Ortiz announced
ADD RECORD
that lie expected Mike to knock out
At 450 Goux still leads pressed close Marshall within four rounds, as Mike
of
the
The
standing
ly by Anderson.
has been training every day and has
oilier cars was:
developed a terrible punch which is
Third, Mulford, Merceries; Fourth, sure to send any man to dreamland
Wlshart, Mercer; Fifth, Meiz, Stutz; whenever landed effectively.
Sixth, Guyut, Sunbeam; Seventh, Pell
The fight party left in autos this
ette, Mercedes; Eighth, Evans, Mason; morning at
,
besides Baca
Dis
Ninih, Wilcox, Gray Fox, Tenth,
and Ortiz a party of loyal fans made
brow, Case.
the trip, the party being composed of
The leader's time was 5.52:26.20 and
Jake Levy, J. Porter Jones, Clarence
hJs average 76.59 miles an hour.
Tom Doran and other fans.
Liesaws Anel went out in the 146th Pierce,
after the fight tonight
Immediately
This
rod.
lap with a loose conectin,
the result of the fight will be telephonleft 14 cars still on the tiaclc.
saloon where a large
Anderson's Stuz, after pushing Goux ed to the Bank
of fans will be waiting to
tc the lS7th lap, broke a magneto gathering
hear the result.
shaft and had to leave the race.
Mercedes ran out of gasoline
BEST OF THEM THERE.
oc a back stretch. Mechanican started with a five gallons can across the
May 30. The
Cambridge. Mas3,
field for Mulford.
stadium to.lay was a crucible
Harvard
a
Jules Gioux, driving a Peugeot,
in which the best of
ot
French car, won the third annual 500 tin' competition,
athletes of the country met
college
mile automobile race at the Speedway. ir. a series of
preliminary tests to
His time was 0:31:43.45. Last year's
those most fitted to s'rive for
time was 6:21:06.
flnal honors in the culminating events
of tomorrow.
SCOTLAND WINS.
Cambridge, Mass., May 30. Those
who qualified in each event were:
30
St. Andrews, Scotland,
May
100 yard dash, Wagner, Johns HopHarold H. Hilton, of the Royal Liver- kins; Cornell, Yale; Llppincott and
pool Golf Club, won the world's ama Patterson,
Ingersol
Pennsylvania;
teur golf championship today, beating and Uelller, Cornell; Bond, IVIigan;
Kobert Harris, of Action, England, by Harlan, Princeton.
Best time 10 sec6 up and 5 to play over a thirty-sionds by Llppincott.
hole course. This is the fourth time
880 yard run, Jones and Snyder,
Hilton has held the title.
Cornell; Harmon, Granger and
Darmouth, Brown, Scott and
GIANTS AND SOX TO MEET.
Poucher, Yale; Capper, Harvard. Best
by Jones.
time 1:55
Colorado Springs, Colo., May 30.
Dartmouth;
Shot put, Whitney,
Word has been received here that the Kantzler, Cornell; Beatty, Columbia,
New York Giants of the National Kohler, Michigan; Bartless, Brown;
league and the Chicago White Sox of Roos, Yale. Best throw 46 feet 4
the American league will play here In inches by Whitney.
October.
GARWOOD WON.
THOUSANDS THERE.
Denver, Colo, May 30. Garwood
Belmont Park, L. I., May 30.
Burkett, of Denver, won the Mountain
Bright weather greeted the thousands Marathon here today. His time for
miles was one hour five
who gathered here today to celebrate the 10
seconds.
the revival of racing in New York minutes thirty-onLee Doud of Fort Collins, Colorado,
state after a lapse of 23 months. Today's events were under the auspi- was second; William Scott of
N. M third; Gordon Mace, of
ces of tho West Chester racing association, and the combined racing In- Denver, fourth and Robert Finn of
terests of the Saratoga and local Denver, fifth.
The race was run with the sanction
tracks.
Athletic
Amateur
Whisk Broom won the Metropoli- of the National
tan handicap run here today. G. M union.
Miller was second, and Meridian
SET A NEW RECORD.
third. Twelve horses started.
seven-thirty-

American Association.
Toledo atJ,oulsvilie (two games).
(two
Indianapolis at Columbus

games).

nt Kansas

Milwaukee

St. Paul at Minneapolis.
Minneapolis at St Paul.

5

5

e

Farin-ingto-

Lake City, Utah, May 30. A
record for the course was set i l
St. Louis, Mo., May 30. Two hun- the annual bicycle handicap road race
dred and fifty athletes are entered in firm this city to Logan, a distance of
miles. F. E. Walker r.f Salt Lake,
the preliminaries of the Missouri val- 15
ley conference meet which was sched- covered the distance ;n 40:13. On
uled to take place here this after- account of his handicap, bowover, ho
noon. The finals will take place to- did not win the race. A. 8. SteveiiEor,
morrow at the Washington Universi- reaching Logan first In 42:13. Fifty-eigriders participated.
.......
ty stadium.
BIG

Salt.

BUNCH OF ATHLETES.

pt--

2

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small holding claim No. 5277.
Serial No. 015207.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 24, 1913.
( i mnitz, 3: by Reulbach, 3.
Notice is hereby given that the
Umpires Klem and Orth.
following-nameclaimant has filed
notice of his intention to make final
At Prttsburgh (Morning game.)
1 6 3 proof in support of Irs claim under
Chicago
the act of
2 7 0 sections 16 and 17 of
lr.:!tsburgh
as
1891
S54),
3,
March
(26
Stats.,
Reulbach and Bresnahau; Camnitz
amended by the act of February 21,
and Simon.
1893 (27 Stats., 470) and that said
will be made before Juan C.
proof
afternoon game
U. C. Com'r., at Cuba, N.
Sandoval,
rostponed; rain.
M., on July 10, 1913, viz: Francisco
Mora, of Cuba, N. M., for the lot 1,
At New York First Game
Sec. 21, and lots 4. 5 and 6, Sec. 16,
6 10 0
I l.iladelphia
T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
8 9 1
N'.?w
York
He names the following witnesses
Batteries: Brennru, Moore, Seaton to prove his actual continuous
adjard Dooin; Fromnie, Marrmard and verse possession of said tract for
Meyers.
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Y'ork
'!ame
Afternoon
At New
Tranquilino Romero, Jose Andres
1
9 J
Sandoval, Felipe
Philadelphia
Archibeque, Celso
0 Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
5 11
Xew York
Maver and
Batteries: Chalmers,
Any person who desires to protest
Dooin; Tesreau and Meyer?.
against the allowance of said proof,
At St, Louis
jor who knows of any substantial reaCincinati-St- .
Louts game tied end son under the laws and regulations of
twelfth inning, 3 to 3.
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
American Association
; given
an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross-eAt Columbus (Morning game.)
4 6 2 amine the witnesses of said claimant
Columbus
10 4 2 and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
Indianapolis
McQuillan and Smith; Works and that submitted by claimant.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Cotter.
Register.
At Louisville
Work for the New Mexican. It is
3
3 11
Toledo
for you, for Santa Fe and
Louisville
......9 11 2 working
Henderson and DeVoght; Powell, the new state.
Laudermilk and Severoid.

Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help wili
cost you nothing, but you will
find it Invaluable.

Cihrago-Plttsburg-

Today's Games.
American League.
At Washington, Morning game
Groome pitched one of his best
games of the season for Washington
in the morning game today and scored a four to three victory over Joe
jWood, Boston's star pitcher. Hooper
(opened the game with a home run
balls
jover the fence and a base-ojto Speaker and Lewis' double-heade- r
gave Boston two runs In the first.
Wagner's home run in the final inning
'trovo Rrmtnn Its last. run. Two of
Wood's bases on balls resulted in
to a
ruiiB, his error contributing
third and the winning run came in
on Shank's triple and an out at first.
Score:
200 000 0013 4 1
Boston
102 (026 7 1
..001
Washington
Wood and Nunamaker; Groom and
Henry.
Two base hitsShanks; three base
hits, Shanks; home runs, Hooper,
Wagner. Stolen .bases, Speaker, Lewis, Wagner, Moeller. First base on
balls, by Wood 5; by Groom 6.
Struck out: by Wood, 2; by Groom,

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon, California, the NoAhwest Chicago,
Adirondacks, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Resorts this summer?

about

information

Complete

summer fares and train service,
etc., sent promptly, if you

x

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE,

rEW

MEXICO

7.

Umpires:

Egan and O'Loughlin.

At Washington

Second

0

Washington

At Minneapolis
St. Paul
Minneapolis ...

Game-Bo- ston

1

MTul-ford-

Mar-cea-

(two

City

tames).

j

Belmont I 'ark, L. I., May 30. Roth- well York, a jockey, was fatally in
jured while exercising a horse on the
track here today. FaPing from th!
saddle, his foot caught in the stirrup
and he was dragged forty yards before
the horse w as caught. His chest was
crushed and he was othetwise serious-ly hurt.

8
4

Walker and Miller;
Smith and Smith.

7 12
3 7

Young,

2
4

Rubber Stamps.

R.

Collins and
Carrigan;
Joohnson and Ainsmith, Williams.

Batteries:

At St. Paul (Afternoon game.)
0 7 4
Minneapolis
0
St. Paul
At Philadelphia (Morning game)
and Owens; Reiger and
Gilligan
York
New
with
The morning game
was pulled out of the fire by Philadel- James,
phia in the ninth inning after it wasr
apparently lost. Ford had been pitch-ins- WITHOUT WAGNER
t
ball for the visitors, not a
LOST
PITTSBURG
hit or run being scored off his delivery in the first eight innings. In the
The exact difference between thu
ninth, with one out, Murphy got the
first hit, a single; Oldnng went out Pittsburgh club as a rank outsider
on a line fly and then Collins was and a pennant contender Is John Peter
safe on Hartsel's error.
Wagner, sometimes known as Hans, j
Baker singled, scoring Murphy and says .Beaesaan Bulger. That differ
putting Collins on third. Baker stole ence is now ou the job.
As things turned out it Is possible
and then Mclnnis ended the game
with a single on whicli Collins and that the Pirates have won without
Baker scored.
Wagner in their first tilt with the
The score:
Giants, but it is equally possible U
Philadelphia . .000 000 0033 3 2 fact, a cinch that John Peter coulu
di:i
200 000 0002 3 2 have won without them, and
New York
Wycoff and Lapp; Ford and Sween- Three runs were needed to cop the
ey.
game and Wagner got those. Two ho
Two base hits, Cree. Sacrifice hits, hit in and the other he made himself
Sweeney 2; Chase 1; Hartsell 1. First Four more werestowed in for good
base on balls, off Wycoff 5. Struck measure and, distributing those among
tho
out, by Wycoff 7; Ford 5. Umpires, the other Pitssburgh players,
Evans and Hart. J
division would be: Pirates
grand
Ford held Philadelphia without a
3; Giants, 2.
tit until the ninth inning.
Though we are not so given to holidays as is Colonel Ebbets, the historiAfternoon game.) cal sharp of Brooklyn, the ppenir.2
At Philadelphia
1
4 6
event at the Polo Grounds tould justNew York .
7 11 2 ly have been termed a
"Wagner Day
Philadelphia
Honus was in there cutting such ..capFischer, Schultz and Sweeney,
ers as were cut back in 1897, when he
Hock, Bender and Lapp.
first came from Louisville to.ibfeik
(iito city life. Rembarkable as it. .may
At Cleveland (Afternoon game.)
4 7 2 seem to Pittsburghians who fionfine
St. Louis
5 11 I their rooting to home talent, thB.New
Cleveland .
Weilman and Alexander! Mitchell, York bugs were with John Peter,
hook, line and sinker.
Branding, Gregg and O'Neil, Carish.
No home hero ever got a bigger re
(Ten innings.)
ception than did Wagner when he first
went to bat, and when he made tha'.
At Chicago First Gam- e3 7 1 home run into the stand, sinking the'j
..
Detroit
I 7 2 shaft of defeat deeper and deeper, fani
Chicago
Batteries: Lake and McKee, Lange, stood up and yelled with as much er
thusiasm as if Larry Doyle had just
Scott and Schalk.
blow.
delivered a pennant winning
in this town anc"
love
Wagner
They
game)
At Chicago-Detro(Afternoon
1 5 2 he couldn't kill that affection If h;
... .
..9 9 0 beat us every- day. The greatest man
Chicago
Clauss, in the game will always be a her)
Dauss, Klawitter, " HouBe,

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITINC! TUB
SAME THINQ FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OP
YOUR BUSINESS, REIM5MBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

10

IS

Gos-set- t;

it

PRICE LIST.
Inches tang
tSc
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp.
ltc
e
Inches loaf . . 20c
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
ISc
e
5
3,1-over
over
not
2
laches
25c
and
lone..
stamp,
Each additional line on same stamp.....
20c
One-liinch
' 16c
Stamp, over 5 Inches lone
Each additional line; same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
2Sc extra
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 inches loot
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type ased Is
lf
over
inch in size, .we charge far one Hue far each
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

-2

One-lin-

1-

1- -2

-2

One-lin-

?r

ne

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
SOc
Local Dater any town aad date, for
tacts
SOc
and
Dater
in
inch
month, day
year
Ledger
Dater
Line
3Sc
and
tech....
month,
Regular
day
year,
inch .... 25c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
Defiance Model Band Dater
1J6
I JO
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp aad Weod Cat
Pearl Check Protector
iSO
1- -2

1-

-3

1-

SELF-INKIN- G

I

3--

2

x4

4

1- -4

4,

1- -4,

cts;
35 cts;
15

x, 85 cts.

AH

2x3

3--

3

colors.

4,

STAMP PADS.
25 cts; 2
60

cts;

4

x7

-

1- -2,

2S

1--

75 cts;

2,

cts;

5Urc iid Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
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MORE TARIFF TALK
HERE THAN IN
THE WINDV CITV
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(Owing to the great Interest man!
tested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests Its readers to
send In by mall (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") Items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

m

m

ml

IN ALL
"There Is morn tariff talk right
hue than in Cliicngo, declared Hen,
I
ry Essinger, the well known
who
has
from
returned
the
.
V. mdy City.
"i have been mingling with
the
merchants of Chicago for ;he Diipt
Your Patronage Solicited
few weeks," continued tliu srlesnian,
"and 1 was surprised to find t.iat in
125 Palace Ave
Former Territorial Treasurer Sarr
New .Mexico the plvna of Mr. UnderN. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
is
uel
from
Kldodt
here
Chamlta.
wood and his associates seem to be
X. A. Hardeman, salesman from St.!
J. B. LAiMY,
watched with closer interest.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
PHONE 180.
The;
reason may be that as a people we Louis, is in the city again calling on DROPPING OF SAW
the
trade.
Xew Mexicans are vil ally interested in
FOILS AN
Theodore Kspe, chief of t lie field
the removal of tariff on wool."
Mr. Essinger says that Chicago now division of the U. S. land ofliee, ha'.
Frankfort, Ky., .May 30. Only a
4 !has an
lul returned from a business trip.
4 that the excellent traffic system
half
dozen strokes with a saw across
W. M. Woody came down from
towering policemen at the
corners of busy d fitrUits make the Glenwoody, on the Hio Grande last a steel rod in the penitentiary barred
INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
::::
Frank Sayinan, of Cincinnati, a noted'
crowds sfoji or march as they see 'it. evening, and is in the city on
t
in
convict
the
Kentucky reformatory,
for all that there is tremendous neas.
t
liom liberty at daybreak,
when he
activity," he continued, -- especially in
Colonel K. W. 1)01)8011. t.ie well
his saw out of the window
the building line. .Marshall Field and known
is here Horn the luk dropped
attorney,
company are t paring down an expen- - 'cut v. H is Rloimlne at the Vnntozn. and was compelled to n treat to his
Down,
oc 11.
Balance, $10.00 Per Month
sive and handsome structure simply ma hotel.
to erect a new one that will conform
Captain r'rittoii, of lian'odsburg. re-- .
'
50x149 feet, cituate in Modern Residence Section on
Deed 1913
to the adjoining building."
a guard, visiting the
t! ('(,nl'.v appointed
l!n
Vri..,,,)
ha been visiting
Side. An Ideal Site for the New Home, and the
South
While in Chicago Mr. Kssinger visitto
house
cell
himself
aciuaint
today
atives in the city the past week re iwitli
ed his daughter, Mrs. Charles
the surroundings, detected a
in Santa Fe. Act
,i turned home this
best
( MV if interested.
bargain
morning.
'large black string hanging from the
Burgess, who will arrive hive with
T.
Mr.
M.
and
Mrs.
have
Dunlnvy
Mrs. Essinger about the middle of
of the solitary cell which Sayreturned from Trinidad, where they ceiling
June.
was occupying, instead of the
went by automobile and have been inan
Room 8, Capital City Bank Buildinjr, Santa Fe, N. M.
steel rod. and reported the case to
v it in iv iViunrlu tilt, li.ic-t'.tv.' .l.ivc
J
(C. A. BISHOP)
who
disrovered
a
the
Wells,
auditor"
V.
fol. garden
FIGURE TOO GOOD
Todd, traveling
l
IF IIS REAL ESTATE, HAVWARD HAS IT.
::::
(( nipt at delivery made by Sayman.
SURETY BONDS
INSURANCE
LOANS
;tlio Momilaiu States Tt'loplumw nml
"i
Sam
of
RUINS
a
Louisville,
Spencer,
negro
iiifMmaaBcag58i
Tflf!T:mh Pniniililiv i: in lbr nirv nnH
!tB
nver the nlli,... nf tlw. Irwtil Convict occupying the adjoining soli
Phone, 189 J.
tary cell, heard Sam sawing and beg-St. Louis, Mo., May an. Mrs. Myrtle exchange,
him to give him half of the saw,;
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico. J
119 San Francisco St.,
a
1J. J. Spinden,
Jeffries, "perfect :i(i" model,
the well known ged
once proclaimed by artists and Anna archaeologist of New York, arrived which Sayman had concealed between
I
I I I
Held as the most symmetrical woman in the city yesterday, ami will be here the soles of his shoes.
A
in St. Louis, has been sued for divorce for several weeks engaged in work
Sayman complied with Spencer's re-- :
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
quest, and his generosity cost him
tit Muncie, Jnd., on the grounds of do-- connected with his profession,
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? Ihaveafine
sc.rtion by l.ouis M. Jeffries, formerly f George
II. Van Stone, 1he we" lu's liberty, for he could have used the
an East St. Louis (111.) real estate known merchant of Kslancia. :s hero saw he gave to Spencer, when he
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-grad- e
dealer.
ion business.
Mr. Van Stone is a fro- - dropped his saw out the window.
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
Sayman has been put in solitary
The exploiting of Miss Myrtle Bur- liiuout visitor to the Ancient C.ty. He
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
confinement for refusing to work.
on as a perfect artist's model three!'1 registered at the lie Vargas hotel,
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
Itritton was promoted for his "wide1
IrJames Ilaca, lately connected
'ears ago destroyed the domestic hap-- j
License Nombers,
awakeness."
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
piness of her foster parents, Mr. and'v ilh the New Mexican state-widH.
YONTZ,
Charles A. Hurton. of St. Louif, tpst, loft for Albuquerque this after-anNext Door to Postoffice.
led to the obtaining of a divorce l oon, accompanying S. J. Liner, lie MRS. PANKHURST, STARVING,
IS AGAIN RELEASED.
will return to Santa Fe in a day or so.
by Mrs. Burton.
S.
II.
and
iiowman
;J0.
London.
returned
Mrs. Emmeline
May
family
Myrtle's parents and the Burtons
militant suffragette
were neighbors in loos, when Myrtle, last evening from Las Vegas, whore ranhurst, the
and loader, was again released from llolio-.athen 2!) years old, quarreled with hen Mr. Bowman went; last week
She was rejail this evening.
parents. She left their home and went where Mrs. Bowman and little son
next door to the Burtons, who adopt-- have been visiting for several weeks. moved in a motor ambulance to a
Daniel Ortiz, of the postoliice cler- friend's house.
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
eu her.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
itnnt fnr'e i in Alhmmarrtim tnluv
Mrs. Pankhurst started a "hunger
Without the knowledge of her foster witu 8evera, other
yoimg n)en froIn strike" as soon as she was reincar
father the young woman nosed as ;J thio .im- cerated on May 2fi, after enjoying a
model at the St. Louis School of Fine contest that is to take
place there temporary release on account of her
Mie
aiso
ior
poseu
individual!
Hack
ReHacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
tonight.
Lines.
"hunger strike" a month ago.
artists and photographers.
A. H. Hudspeth, of White Oaks, was
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Best
When Burton learned she was a In the city this week. Mr. Hudspeth
Rigs you
SADDLE POMES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
jr.odel he ordered his wife and the will take over the ofiice and assume
PROMPT SERVICE.
young woman from his palatial home, the duties of United States marshal
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W according to the testimony
Phone
139.
San
Francisco
DISCHARGES
310
St.
Mrs.!
as soon as the regular preliminaries
in
I urton's divorce suit.
ItELIKVKD IN
of transfer are completed,
'
TI,e i'issPS Candelaria,
of Albu- Then came on offer tiy oina Held to
24
Itake Miss Burton into her comnanv. ri"erQ"t'. one of whom, Miss Adelaida,
K;uh Cap- - """N
dinner of the $1UII0 in gold,
THE AMERICAN
suk: bears fMIDYl:
pictures and descriptions of the young! va8 tne
in
tlle Xew
woman were published, and her mens- belS ,hfi lirst Priz6
tht;
V,
contest, who has been
were given as: Heiglit 5 cun st"te-vidfincfrevf vtmntrrfirit.''
m
the
Fe
for
few
left
Santa
past
feet 4
days,
inches, bust 30 inches, hips
lur tl,eir bonte city this evening, and
J 3i inches and waist 22 inches.
she
tue
with
j
carries
her
good wishes arm nxLruuTruiimL.'vuxnjxrmnjurLrLp
i ef the Xew .Alexican
and its staff, and
We
You Money.
:dso the $lliou in gold.
I I 1
214
Samuel J. Liner, who came to Santa
b'a about three months ago to superin- I
We
for
tend the state-widcontest for the
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
New Mexican, and who made many I
NOW OPEN
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
friends during his stay leaves this
Under a New Management.
MARK
afternoon for the south, stopping at
i TRADE
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
RECISTCRCD
New Cook and New Bill of Fare.
Mr. Liner has several
Albuquerque.
tlllll'IIIMIIIIIIII
offers to put on contests in different
Clean
and
Everything
of
con
now
and
is
the
country
parts
CO.
Well Cooked.
sidering these different propositions
before deciding definitely on his next I PRICES ARE RIGHT.
M. O'CONNELL,
- - 1 16
location. The best wishes of his many
Come and See.
p
suchim
friends
with
for
continued
go
first-cla- ss
only realized the business-buildin- g
cess.
iuK2. CD Y I II WILLIAMS,
5
gl
c
a
Dr.
II.
c
a!
Austrian
'tisul
and
Bond
would
own
choose
managku.
Schwege',
stationery, you
your
Paper
Denver, is in the city today calling
not intrust its selection to subordinate
on the governor and other officials. Dr.
uiuxnnnnnnj'injvuijxruinjuuxrarvL
Schwegel stated that his visit here is
not of an official character, but ihat he
make your business stationery
5
And,
you
has just been to Gallup where ho speni
100
efficient, you would specify
DISTRIBUTOR OF
FOR. COUGHS and COLDS some time looking after matters con
i.ected with his office. Dr. Schwegel
OtHln No Oitafea la Safe Fw ChUdrrn
CAPITAL PHARMACY.
formerly was Austrian consul at Mont
real, Winnipeg, and vice consul at
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
He has just been appointed
j Chicago.
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
to take charge of the Rocky Mountain
water. Agent for Manitou Spring MineraLWater.
region with Denver as his central of
H,
GO. iice.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Dr. Schwegel leaves tins afterSanta Fe, New Mex.
noon for Denver.
EffOGB
Mrs. Charlotte Osgood Mason and
Where Qualify Governs
Water-Marthe Price
Miss Katherine f'liapin, of New York,
and Price the Quality
left yesterday afternoon
for AlbuThe De Luxe Business
querque and the (Jrand Canyon, before continuing their journey to the
because by comparison you would find
COUPON
Pacific coast. They were more than
pleased with Santa Fe and the sur- I
Its not a new idea, but on?
rounding country, during their visit
well worth considering when
here, and the old capital made such
Is now furnishing us
character impressiveness, and all
makes stationery
an impression on them that if they
you buy your Groceries. The
her fresh HOME
with
o.
and
wholeuomenesi
can arrange their itinerary on their
purity
really productive.
all foods sold In our store
MADE BREAD and
return to the east they will come back
Is your best kind of H?altr
to this city and see more of its beauROLLS, PIES, COF-FE- E
specify
today. And see the
Insurance for you. Inferior
ties and wonders. The hope was exCAKES, LAYER
difference. " Let us
goods are not sold by vs. We
pressed by them that they could in
you samples.
leave that to thosw who wish
CAKES, Etc., every
the future visit the cliff dwellings.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
to take chances.
HIGH
Both ladies carried with them before
Santa K. N. hour in the day. If
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
taking the train the impression of
have
them
tried
you
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
the quaint and venerable San Miguel
$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
Denver,
we need say no more,
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
church, Mrs. Mason expressing so
upon which we want our
He names the following wltLesses
16.35
aptly what so many of us have exbut if you have not,
Lake, Ogden, 40.00
Pueblo, .
P.'ease
perienced, that "the sweet pure tone
reputation to rest.
Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877. to prove his actual continuous adverse
don't
busy,
get
you
remember
this.
was
of
still
the old bell
51.85 St. Louis,
47.35
ringing in
Chicago, .
Department of the Interior, United possession of said tract for twenty
know what you have
her ears."
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., years next preceding the survey of
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
been missing.
St. Paul, .
the township, viz:
April 9, 1913.
X.
J.
of
Ililario
J.
11.;
Cuba,
folloTO
SaUzar,
DEVOTION
Notice is hereby given that the
RECEIVED
New York,
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
wing-named
claimant has filed notice Lucero, of Cuba, N. M.; Onofre Uarcia,
ESTRANGES
GIRL
load
of
of
of
Fresh
N.
LaJara,
M.; Diego Morales,
of his intention to make final proof U
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
Vegetables Daily
La Jar a, N. M.
Boss
3 1st. except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
support of his claim under Sections 16
Philadelphia, Pa., May 30 Miss
and 17 of the act of Alarch 3, . 1P91
Any person who desires to protest
return limit is 60 days from date of sale.
Bertha M. Johns, daughter of a weal
(26 Stats., 834), as amended by the against the allowance of said proof, or PURE FOODS
We save you moneyon
of
and
resident
Lancaster,
who
Penn.,
knows of any substantial reason
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
thy
Monarch Canned (ioeds.
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Today's News Today "

THE BYSTANDER

SEES IT

PHONES:

on-cit- y

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

BUSINESS OFFICE 286

Go.

On Tuesday night next, the chamber
of commerce is to have an informal
meeting at the chamber rooms when
a smoker will be given and u'l those
matters that are of interest to
and tend toward its advancement
will be up for discussion.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

ment of big, bulging muscles of the"
arm, nor a calf of the leg like a beer
keg, but I mean a finer, saner, more
perfect development of the lungs, so
that we can breathe as we ought to
breathe and a better development, as
well, of those organs of our bodies
that must be in proper condition to
robustness and
bring health and
ability to do our work.
No man or woman can do their best
work with a physical system derangs
ed.
This action of the New
is a step in the right direction
and maybe from it will grow a new department in our schools that will be
devoted to health care, just as now we
devote as much time to arithmetic and
The control of habits of
geography.
eating and drinking are of the utmost
The result of it would
importance.
bring us a generation of rosier, hap- pier, neaunier, ueuer equippeu oos
girls.

really walks, that is. Walking is still
practiced (as little as possible)
Many New York women, for
example, totter on dizzy heels from
their motors ut the curb all the way
across the sidewalk, liut as an art it
is no longer practiced. The secret has
been forgotten by all save a chosen
few of whom of course we are one:
"We hold no brief against motors.
What's the use? Besides, they are
very useful things in getting you to
for a walk.
r, convenient starting-poin- t
The only trouble with motors is that
people stay In them. The Yankee-typused to be lank and sinewy. Pioneers
and pedestrians are always more or
less lank and sinewy. But the motors
lire altering our type- We are growThe man who
ing fat and
walk for the fun
takes a twenty-milcf It is looked upon as a mild sort of
lenatic. Why walk when a motor will
get you there so much quicker?"

amam

STEEL ROD WITH

York-school-

bet's go.
This question of the good of the
under
ItecaiiRe today's commemoration of heroic service, performed
"City with the Open Gate" has been
once did it does not mean threshed out now and then in one way
imaginable stress does not grip the young as it
new
and another, but we have; not beer,
mat as a people we have grown ungrateful. It means simply thatofa
the nation down to a solid basis on which to
has arisen, to whom the great war for the preservation
hivS no personal and intimate import.
build. The present arrangement of the
The child burn when bee surrendered at Appomattox is today old enouph
chamber committee gives promise o
At least two spans of li 'e 'much in the near future.
They are
to have not only children, but also grandchildren.
for specific purposes. The
divide us from that "time which tried men's souls."
oppointed
To
u very real meaning
members composing them are pecu'-janNevertheless, Memorial day has for all of us
no inteneeds
thai
meaning
veterans,
the
of
ranks
surviving
slit diminishing
iarlv qualified for jmit that work that
they are expected to take up, and they HlTIUNU TUP FfllTORS
rpretationit is the holiest thing in life.
To the generations arisen since Ihe war today's commemorative, brings are taking hold with an earnestness
t'liit nrnmises results. But we all
occasion to think of new duties in the spirit of the sires.
Dust Not Relished.
for te know that a few men cannot do it all
The experiment of government of the people, by the people,
Mayor Atkinson Is evidently relying
it with llame at d So big enterprise was ever envied
threatened
secession
when
than
secure
is
more
people
into n successful conclusion without con upon the statement that a little (lust
blood Throughout a reunited land democracy is majestically marching
certed action It takes unity as well is relished by 1he best of men. Ro3onward
steadily.
and
before
striding
ever
its own further advanced than
and well Record.
do
to
enthusiasm
anything
of
notice
due
to
take
fails
Yet it is a dangerous optimism which
Still Rosy.
Lack of an earnest and live hody of
meet
at they appear, and we, of this peaceful time, havehalfto aprepare toago. prob- men there must be support a:,d actiWhen a woman discovers her first
century
lems and undergo tests comparable with those of
gray hair her view of life changes.
vity on the part of the community.
The war for the preservation of the Union settled forever the durability
a man can grow gray and still
we take advantage of this
Shall
Indivisible
and
one
of (he compact among the states, making our republic
talk wear
and
meet
to
glasses. Maxwell
together
opportunity
the
Hut it left it with a negro problem which has grown more difficult as
Mail.
about Santa Fe?
years have passed.
Best Roads.
For the love of Mike, let a; get le- It ended chattel slavery.
The good work en the road has beLet us all put the harness on
jgether.
Hut it has not been followed by economic freedom.
and help bear tins burden, it we ca" gun in earnest; we will have the best
to load In the whole county in this dis
It smote a form of privilege which had grown arrogant beyond tolerance
the it a burden, and do our level best
Rut forthwith other phases of privilege arose instead until today
make this old town grow and pros tiict in a short while. Wagon Mound
fat
with
and
front
shadings
battle is once more on, along a more extended
Pantagraph.
per.
more intricate and less easily distinguishable than in the 'tie's.
Don't Mix.
All must admit that our efforts
when emphasized
A property claim in human beings was easy to condemn
The attempt of certain poliliclnus
have been a little lame, that
lash.
l,y a color line, by the auction block and by the
as far as the bulk of our citizen te unite the Progressives and Repubbeneath is,
is concerned.
It is not so easv either to perceive or destroy when concealed
Anyhcw, It is ,1 licans reminds one that water and oil
ship
monopoly
a bounden duty, on our part to are not afhnitieB in fact, they will
monopoly ownership in land, monopoly control of great industries,
duty,
control of credits, and enforced by a rising cost of living which converts get into this game of pushing Santi not even mix. Raton Reporter.
Corkscrew Needed.
the mass of workers into dependents upon others for the means of their daily Fe to the front and play it with 'l
The same man who wouldn't hunt
our might and main.
brtad.
a
were g .aded into
more than three minutes for a screwI feel as if this is our opportunity.
Through the stubbornness of a minority our fathers
at a collos-Mi- l Let us not as citizens of our nelovel driver with which to put on a screen
of black
gigantic war which ripped asunder the institution
old Santa Fe, permit it to slip by, ui- - jdoor will tear around two hours hunt- cost to all concerned.
and with no advantage takei log a corkscrew.
pas-si- t
of
control
riiw
accepted
and
Gallup Independ-o- f
kept
humanity
Had reason conquered prejudice
lent
it.
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

e

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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Toledo, Ohio, May 30. With the
daring and smoothness of a thief who
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
had planned his job well beforehand, a
man, by means of a lorg
La Saile
steel rod and a hook, stole two ba's
of money, containing $1,300 from the
cnAS. uainin, rrop.
Northern National Bank. He then ran
across the street and through to the
Telephone II.
Boody House.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
When he emerged on the St. Clair
street entrance he was met by Patrol- Regular Means, 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
man Charles Menke. After a terrific
Short Orders at All Hours.
struggle the powerful traffic officer arrested the man, who gave his name
BY
THE WEEK $5.00
BOARD
of John Evans, 35 years old of ChiNoodle
French
Order, 20c a dish.
cago.
New York Chop Suey, 5Dc.
Evans entered the bank about 12
o'clok. C. W. Carson, one of the pay
ing tellers, was at work in his ciee
cashing a check for a costumer. Evan"
asked if the Cashier was in and stepEvans
ped out of view of Carson.
then thrust his stel rod, tipped with
a hook, over the grating of the teller's
cage and extracted the two bags of
For Repairing of All Kinds
money. When he was picking up the
In Metal and Wood
second Carson saw him and yelled.
Evans then ran out of the bank and
GINS, BICYCLE,
into Madison street, which was filled
LOCK, KEY and
with pedestrians. When taken to the
police station and searched the two
UPHOLSTERING
SPECIALTIES
packages of money and the steel rod
128
GalisteoSt.
Phone 109 J
were found on him. Evans was "mugged" in an effort to ascertain his identity. He said he arrived here from
EUGENE NADEAU, PROPRIETOR,
Chicago Saturday. He refused to disFormer Master Mechanic
cuss his arrest.
Sacramento Shaft, Bisbee, Arizona,

WORK BEGINS ON

1.500 FOOT WELL
Reports received from Estancia this
morning state that work has begun on
the 1 500 foot well which is to be drill
ed for water or any gifts nature may
wish to shower on the promoters of
the project.
There Is p good deal of exictement,
it Is said, and a large amount of land
In the well's vicinity is being sold by
agents who are striving to develops.
the Estancia valley.
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The Montezuma Hotel

soft-foote-
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WOODY'S STAGE LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrive! at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embudc
station.

"FixitShop" J
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with compensation
n, emancipation could have been provided for gradually,
Promoters Did It.
at an enormous saving in treasure and in blood.
the Preference?
La Lande has lost heavily In popuand
Why
social
entire
the
of
task
the
readjusting
face
We of todav
larger
The Bystander is the recipient of lation in the last three years and it
ecou-.i'.uarrangement in order that the common follci may have a fairer
all
the stories of things going wrong can be easily seen that much of it has
crisis
forced
the
as
as
slavery
inexorably
sho.v Nemty presses it upon us
and of the need of better conditions.
been due to the constant nagging of
then.
Yesterday a resident of upper Pal some of our "would be" promoters.
hand
in
and
our
pr
passions
prejudices
Shall reason and humanitv keep
Knew of
ace avenue asked me if
i,ande Leader.
must we, too, have to resort at the last to the costly arbitrament of torce? any reason why a preference should
Only Human.
You may have to take part in answering this question.
be shown in the matter of the col
A newspaper is only human; it likes
It is well, therefore, to think it over.
lection of garbage.
to be commended for its
deeds,
o
The complaint was made In the mat Ihnri rinpsn't ttiinil tnlfine- - nngood
ncfnsinnnl
cans
which
tin
collection
of
of
the
ter
for its mistakes. But it
FIGURES DO NOT PROUE
a resident could not seem to get re-- scolding
t oesn't like to be passed up in silenc j
The desperate effort of the standpatters to make out that the Progressive moved, even
watf
debris
the
though
all the time. Las Vegas Democrat.
j.arty is in a decadent state, is pathetic.
the carried to the gate for more easy
Several of the newspapers have recently taken the position that
Hope He'll Stand Pat.
... u.
.I
in Albumieroiie reach.
.
'& trrr.,1,,,1 urn! Hip morningc, nauer
It Is to ho hoped that Governor Mo
rugrvaMivf pai i id
asked
.
were
AVhen
the
authorities
conten-fi,,nto
prove its
has fallen into line, but taking an unfortunate example
l)r.nald will stand pat on the question
tc wee to its removal they promised faithfully, but a week ppssed and t f salaries for the county officers and
is
in
Michigan.
The case
point
not call a special session of the legischosen nothing was doing. Nothing Ins been
The spring election, when justices of the. supreme court were
done yet, though other residents on lature. Our present legislators have
i. the basis of the statement.
no trouble i;i bavin? Shad two whacks at salaries for coun
in the the avenue had
But the figures fail to carry out the statement of Progressive loss
ty officers and have showed a bad
(tin cans carried away.
Wolverine state.
hand each time and the Clipper is in
What's the reason?
Ho
whatever.
no
criterion
is
fall
To take the vote given Roosevelt last
favor of the voters having the next
of
the
the
earnest
solicitation
At
wonder
was
his
h.t always been, and is, extremely popular in Michigan. It
v.hack at that salary business.
The
avenue
the
Palace
Bystand
residents,
frl personality that called out the tremendous vote given. He led his ticket,
officers are to blame for the
to
county
ca,lls
neger
attention
this
apparent
conin the spring,
The
however,
vote,
given
.
would.
he
knew
everyone
ptesent state of affairs. Cuervo
llect.
sidered proportionately with that of last fall, with the Roosevelt personality
One of the things that is necessary Frealc.
. liminated, shows no cause for jubilation on the part of the stan Ipat RepubA Circus Candidate.
for the cleanliness and good appear
licans and gives no ground for discouragement on the part of the Progres- anco of our city is the regular collecYou have probably heard of three
sives.
tion of garbage and it is a mattei legged and three-eyemonstrosities oil
There was exhibited at the second election the same enthusiasm, tr.e that will yei be taken up by our I'll sorts, but even P. T. Barnum s
when
was
shown
that
to
devotion
same
principle
the
fame determination,
chamber of commerce committee and "What Is It" will have to take a back
the great leader of the party was heading the national ticket and the pro- woman's club and woman's board o' seat. T. A. Weir, two and one half
portionate vote shows no loss.
trade, if something is not done to miles north of Dexter, reports finding
There was nothing in the figures of the spring election to show that there make this department of the city go-- " a young jack rabbit, possibly ten days
had been a defection from Progressive ranks to those of ti e opposition, and ernment a little more active and
by this time, that has four ears
he election of Republican justices had no more significance in it, than the ficient.
We all appreciate ihe faci pnd eight legs. Instead of its eyes
in
stalwart
a
Republican
election of the Republican state ticket in the fall,
there is a great deal ro loo!" ing located in the natural position, one
in the I'nion.
after by city officials and yet, where is on top and one on the side of the
Male, which has stood as firmly in the old columns as any
is
The strength of the Progressive movement and the stability of it,
there is a Jack of proper service :i; head. Its four ears are out of gear
it has tndty
cnly the more manifest when it can gain the foothold that
any direction, it ougnt to De given at- also, being nearer the top of the head.
in a state like Michigan.
tention by someone who has the au- Cloudcrofter.
All the efforts of' its opponents be belittle this great party will be thority to look into it. If these com-- I
e
wholly unavailing and pitifully futile.
plaints continue to come in the
0
collection matter is more thac THE AUTOMOBILE
likely to get an airing.
MAKING US
WANTED A HUMAN EXCHANGE
We Are Going Forward.
to
schoc.
iiei,)
A recent development is the placement bureau, designed
In every department of life there is
In the June American
children to (it into appropriate niches in life.
Magazine,
We
i! will a tendency toward advancement.
are
who
in
those
time
doubt
no
running
and
is
fine
intention
,vall'-,Its
rncnaru isaton writ. s aDout
are
from
a
different
seeing things
service.
of
be
to
large
leaxu the way
of the! The Joys ot thf True Walker," and
The tendency
viewpoint.
If onJy there were a placement bureau tor grown ups?
leads
toward
a
times
betterment
teneofjB'ves some of his personal experis
a
store
stuffy
building
Across the way, on the top floor of a dingy
W111CU
IOI
m snitu nf fh nft aerlp(l "mea. an extract irom
nr.nriitinn
ment. A woman lives there, an unusual woman.
of .statement that "the world is not grow"There are so many lost arts nowaShe keeps her little home as neat as wax. In each window are put?
better."
iiig
is
attentive
mos;
which
to
she
days that one hesitates to add any
(lowers and ferns. She has a canary bird, too,
is growing better.
it
little
to
her
in
her housework, tending
g
ho spends hours, during intervals
More and more, the conscience of!more- We ave told that
life in his keepis a lost art, and conversation. We
(lower beds. Every plant looks as if Luther Uurbank had its
is
and
the
nations
awakened
being
which she motheis the a? growth
ing. The patience and loving care with
road on which we are going leads to are sure that doing nothing must be,
because so many women develop neu-- t
would do credit to the most famous plant specialist in the world.
the
heights rather than to the lower
building.
That woman is misplaced in the grimy attic of a down-towasthenia when they attempt to praclevels.
thWhat
in
in
a
country.
cottage
tice it. The critics of the drama asShe ought to be living
The
Public
Schools'
Athletic
league
a pplendid farm mistress she would make.
of New York has asked all the boys in sure us that acting is, and the critics
On many farms are nuerelous, fretful, discontented women who long fur the schools of that
of Pera '"at singing is, and the
city who are to
the "freedom" and the excitement of the city.
critis of literature that poetry is.
in
take
before
athletic
games
part
'
In every city are scores of women like this admirable housekeeper across next month
"Yet- - at ,lie danger of overcrowding
to wait until after the
life
farm
to
duties
of
the
in
find
would
who
ministering
joy
the way; women
tlie mortuary chapel of the arts. &
before
candies.
games
eating
as
th
"cheap
in
wholesome
the
and whose starved souls would expand
unwholesome pies, greasy pastry ori lonS observation of our highways,
mothered the plants and the flowers, the birds and the fowls and drew in deep
soda water flavored
with v a'8 and mountain trails has
draughts of refreshment and inspiration from uncontaminated nature. What
suaded us that the art of walking has
"
syrups
If only there were means of exchange for these misplaced families!
This is just a step in the direction of now perished also, and must be asvalues!
in
human
achieve
would
it
a saving
better conditions. One thing that we signed to the same mournful resting-placii
Nobody walks any more, except
di:
want is healthier bodies given by
that
the
association
says
h!gh coi
The president of the Retail Grocers'
more exerices and more attention to the Appalachian club, the Boy Scouts
of living is a myth. To the average person it is about the most rcalisti:
and President John Finley, of the
the physical system.
thing in the present view, it isn't enough of a myth to do otherwise than
I do not mean by this the develop- - College of the City of New York
from being chronically empty.
a fellow's pocket-booj
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Capital,

RESPONSIBILITY
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Free on Request

!the valley ranch.

Let's

Si.

is the basis
which this strong bank invites your business. Sound management and progressive methods strict
adherence to customers' needs and an
appreciation of all confidence placed in
the institution, make this conservative
bank a safe place to put your money.

tennis
Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding
with bath,
rom
tnree
and
bungalows
Two
Ranch.
come
to
out
door
all
Valley
and
sports
Flaying, trap shooting
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July, is
one and two room cabius or rooms in main building.
Yours?

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
De Vargas.

Jas. W. Norment, City.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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INSURANCE

Fire,

Life, Accident

Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Surety Bonds

Small holding claim No. 5277.
Serial No. 015207.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M, May 24, 1913.
Of All
Notice is hereby given that the
following-nameclaimant has filed
(94 W., Room 24
notice of his intention to make final Telephone
under
claim
of
in
h's
LAUGHLIN
support
proof
BUILDING,
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
aa
r4L
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats.,
SANTA FE
NEW MEXICO
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470) and that said
proof will be made before Juan C.

Kinds.

What the
the Ms

Frost Did Not
Sandoval, U. C. Com'r., at Cuba, N,
M., on July 10, 1913, viz: Francisco
Mora nf Tnhn 1M AT., fnr the lot 1. Get
and
Sec. 21, and lots 4, 5 and 6, Sec, 16$
T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
Insects Will!
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
Unless you act right now.
verse possession of said tract for
Do not delay.
RHODES'
surthe
next
twenty years
preceding
PATENT TREE PAINT will
vey of the township, viz:
GIVE YOU ABSOLU IE PROTECTION
Tranquilino Romero, Jose Andres
Archibcque, Celso Sandoval, Felipe
NOW IS THE TIME.
Saiazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reaNOVELTY WORKS,
son under the laws and regulations of
the interior department why such
104 QALISTEO ST.,
proof should not be allowed will be
157 W.
SANTA FE.NJ.
Telephone
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.

Leila A. Gallaher, City.
Mrs. L. A. Gillett, City.
Mrs. Cora A. Kellum, Albuquerque.
Tlieo. Espe, Santa Fe.
L. J. Dunn, Lincoln, Neb.
H. Moore, Portland.
H. A. Coomer, City.
W H. Linning, Chicago.
G. Mackintosh, Denver.
Mrs. Brumback, City.
Miss Stella Canney, City.
C. S. Rawles, City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Giddings, City.
Arthur Ponsford, Denver.
Sam Eldodt, Chamita.
H. A. Skinner, City. '
II . B. Coutee, City.
G. H. Van Stone, Estancia.
W. F. Wynkoop, Los Angeles.
Geo. S. Guinar, Denver.
H, .1. Mendenhall, Torrance.
W. U. Kelly, Kansas City.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
J. S. Goldsmith, Denver.
BROTHERHOOD OF
D. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
C. G. Todd, New York.
1913.
28,
January
Dr. H. Schwegel, Austrian Consul
Department ot the Interior,
at Denver.
Notice is hereby given that
Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKU..
Montezuma.
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M
D. T. Ditmar, City.
1913.
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Home-steaE. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
Entry No. 014579, for SW
Luois H. Inglee, Albuquerque.
Round Trip From
SW
See. 31, Twp. 12 N., and
S. H. Wagner, City.
N. JVL,
SANTA
N 2 NW
SW 4 NW
Section
Mrs. B. Task, California.
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas H. 'McCarfy, 6, Township 11 N.. Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has fried notice of IntenCity.
tion to make five year proof, to esDates of Sale. June 6th to 8th,
H. I Taylor,
.
tablish claim to the land above deReturn Limit, June 17th.
O.
Owen, City.
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
L. M. Galles, Albuquerque.
FE ALL THE WAY"
"SANTA
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
E. A. Vaughn, Albuquerque.
H. S. LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE, N. M.
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
P. Groome, Washington, D. C.
Claimant names as witnesses:
S. L. Mearnes, Denver.
It will not pay you to waste your
W. M. Woody, Gle'nwoody.
Juan Baca, Placldo Lopes, of Leyln,
time
writing out your legal forms
N. M, Astonio Villanueva.
N. A. Hardeman, St Louis.
Agustln
whim yon can get them already print: Raafilm
N. B. McGill, La Lande.
( Galisteo, N. M.
ed a the New Mexican Printing conr
M. C. Dlckman, Waco, Texas.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
R. D. Vice, Yeso, N. M.
Register

J. F. RHOADS,

above-mention-

cross-exami-

NATIONAL

CONVENTION

AMERICAN YOEMEN

Fllo-men- a

June 9th to 14th,

1--4

1--

1--

1--

FE,

$32.50

l.

SANTA F

FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1913.
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or pleasure unless shared with his
FRATERNAL
family.
Mr. Harry was one of "nature's
MASONIC.
t.olilenian,"
honor, cirtue, courage.
Montezuma
Lodge
were
kindliness,
as
natural
industry
.Contributed.)
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
To
a
do
it was ho sudden," our white lipsjlieath.
mean, unfair, despie-inMFOR KENT Modern bouse in good
Regular communiact would have been impossible
said,
first Monday location. Eugene Harvey.
cation
' I low we shall miss
for him.
Without ostentation and ITie Results Mai This Newburg
him, our well-bof each month at
with no desire for show he lived a
loved dead.
at
Hall
Masonic
To Have Health, Bowel Movement Is,
KOI! KKXT- A
Glad She Followed
house all
Lady
Who take the place of the precious Bond life and true.
Best to
7::SO.
u(J5 Galisteo St
Absolutely Necessary-3-lo- w
ronvenietices.
Apply
Suggestion.
in
such unlet, simple, home lives lie
one tied;
Obtain It.
R R. PAUL, W. M.
!CHAS.. E UN.VEY, Secretary.
Hut God knoweth best.
f woman's beauty depended upon
strength of a country; they are the
FOR RENT Furnished or
Ala.
"For
more than a
Newburg,
We know Mo watches the sparrows jB'rimg warp of our social lift), holding
(osmetics every woman would be a
rooms, (,'ali at New Stale i"ife
writes
year,"
Myrtle
of
this
Cothrum,
(he
threads
lies
i?nt
bindloveliness.
and
of
fall,
Santa Fe Chapter No
together
beauty
shifting
picture
suffered
"I
with
place,
terrible
in
ones'u'K
in
them
lies
into
health j
a lasting fabric.
llears the sad cry of the grieved
1, R. A. M.
pains
Regular! FOR KENT - A three or six room
cteper than that. It
Mr. Harry was a member of the my back and head. I had a sallow
In the majority of cases the basis of
that call.
convocation
second
house furnished or unfurnished. Ap
Friends, husband, children, lie lovelli Order of Railway Conductors, having! complexion, and my face was covered
Monday of each month
to 1). S. Lowitzki.
at. Masonic
been In the employ of the Santa Pel with pimplea. Our family doctor only
be traced to the act Ion of the bowels.
them all
Hall at ply
HO
roe
The headache, the lassitude, the sal7:
gave
for
We can trust for the rest."
relief.
m,
temporary
Railway company
p.
nearly thirty
FOR SALE -- At a bargain. New
A friend of minj advised me to
low skin and the lusterless eyes are
J. A. MASSIK,
yiais. Ho had the universal love and
try
brick. Modern. Close in. Adto
H
ARTHUR S ELI G.WAX,
The tragic death of Mr.
w.-u-,
usually due
W. respect of his "brothers of the road
constipation. So many
UUVO,
luiLii.t, L,
M." V. O. l',ox 204.
dress
"I.
me
auu
film
commence
nit'
ot
things that women do habitually con"u
esteem
wmi
tor
was
uesi
I
Secretary.
hts
results,
Larry, familiarly known as "Dick"
duce to this trouble. They do not eat
cured after taking two bottles.
employers.
My
Larry by all his friends, cast a shadow
Piano for Sale In first class condi-anHis family and friends will mourn mother and my aunt have also used
carefully, they eat indigestible foods
Santa Fe Commanflery
4 p. in. Iu7
Call between 2
tion.
over the town and universal sorrow Icr him long, but. not as those with Cardui and were
because the foods are served daintily
No. 1, K. T. Regular
grcatlr benefited
avenue.
and sympathy were expressed by nil cut comfort, for ho "lived the law
Washington
and they do not exercise enough. But j
1 shall
conclave fourth Moa
nhvays praise Cardui to sick
of
MRS. JENNIE SNEDEKER.
tor his family.
whatever the particular cause may be
the Lord" which is better than empty and suffering women:
day in each month at
Cardui
a
is
it. is important that the
FOR RENT 4 room house. Large
He was a familiar figure on tlie cnfc'ssioiis. He died at his post of
purely vegetable, percondition Imp Pepsin acts mildly but perman entMasonic Hall at 7:3d
fectly harmless, tonic remedy for wo
I
fine fruit. Good location; $15
should be corrected.
ard,
m.
of
branch
the
mil
Santa
the
p.
Fe,
.amy
earned
welcome "Well men, nnu win heneut young and old.
ly.
having duty
An ideal remedy for women, and
WESLEY 0. CONNER, JR K. C. ;er month, phono 12" J.
It can bo conveniently obtained at been conductor on that line for four-- ' denr thou good and faithful servant.
Its ingredients are mild herbs, hav- one especially suited to their delicate any
drug store at fifty cents or one teen years, and his kind and courteou.s enter thou into lie joy of the Lord." insr a eentle. tonic effect, on dm . ;W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
TO RENT In the Diaz building, on
requirements is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup dollar a bottle. Results are always manners made him a favorite with the
manly constitution.
A FRIEND.
west side of plaza,
Cardui has helped a million women
several office
Pepsin, which thousands of women en- gauaranteed or money will be refunded traveling public.
of
Santa
Fe
Lodge
back to health and strength,
rooms overlooking park.
dorse highly. Mrs. Jennie Snedeker, YOU Will flllfl )i irnnflo i onfiVn
deNo.
'The sadness of the terrible accident fWTPDFCTIM!
i, 14th
Have you tried it? If not, pleas
1041 West Monroe St.. Chicago, tosti-jm11
I w
i
i.
'tfitnixi, inu
n.i in a Ki. ti.
taste, and free frn,
do. It may be just what you need.
tine
gree. Ancient and Ac,mo m
nun i
ma ii.ta
FOR KENT Rooms for men. Tewlj
ties that she is "cured Di grave stom- and its tonic
ij
FROM
cepted Scottish Rite of furnished.
properties have a distinct run before taking a long vacation with
N. B. Write tn: Ladies' Advisory
Cse of
Hot water heat.
ach and bowel troubles by using Sy- value to women.
Ipt., Cha"a
on
meets
Free
It is the most widely his family on a trip through the east
Masonry
nnosM Medicine ( o..Chatt noojja, Tt'nn., for
Sp,rint
WOMAN'S CLUB
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson Cor
rup Pepsin and without the aid of a used laxative-toniand
hmk. " Hotnf
rte
third
each
at
cf
month
in America today ern slates and Canada.
Monday
fui Women," writ in plain wraowr, on request
Grant and Johnson.
Tel. 270.1.
doctor or any other medicine."
All and thousands of
7:110 o'clock in the evening in the New jr.er
A short funeral service was held on
the family can use Syrup Pepsin, for never without it. families are now
The board of directors of the Santa!
Cathedral.
Scottish
Rite
Visiting
at 2 p. in., conducted by I'e
WANTED A good salesman
and
thousands of mothers give it to babies
If no member of your family has Wednesday
Woman's club held an important. I'ouse- canvass concerning these tines-- i Masons are cordially invited to uttend.
collector
that speaks both English and
Shinier, at the St. John's M. E. business
Rv.
mid children. It is also admirably ever used
the
matter
be
when
will
taken
lions,
B.
on
mornC.
and
meeting
ARJIOTT,
Syrup
;;2,
Thursday
you church, attended by a largo gathering
to the requirements of elderly would like to make aPepsin
Spanish to take charge of our business
.
Venerable Master in Santa Fe.
i.ig. The committees for the coming "P personally with each
trial of of friends and follow
o'clock at
railway men. The)
Apply after
people, in fact to all who by reason of it before buying it in personal
to
The
council
are
and
CHAS.
A.
have
been
mayor
city
the regular wjy floral decorations were
WHEELON, Secy.
appointed, and the
local office of Singer Sewing Machine
and year
many
ago or infirmity canot stand harsh of a
''
arconsulted
about
better
chairmen
of the several romiiiiLt.es are
dumping,
druggist, send you address i beautiful and were
nalts, cathartics, pills or purgatives. postal will do to Dr. W. B.
packed and ship- ias follows:
Company.
langenienls, and a plan lias boon inau
P. O. E.
Caldwell, ped with the casket. The
left'
These should always be avoided for 417
family
Miss Jessie .March, literary program f'.urated for placing on the lantern
St., Monticello,
Washington
11!.,
Fe
Santa
v
LodgeNo
SITUATION WANTED A compe-iton- t.
at best their effect is only for that and a free
immediately following the ceremony,! committee.
'slides at the moving picture shows.
P. O. E.
sample bottle will be mailed accompanying
4C0, B.
the body, with tliat of a
experienced lady stenocranher
day, while a genuine remedy like Sy- - you.
.Mrs. T. Z. Winter, business program views of the most beautiful, and also
holdi its regular, iM ))0tll Knglish and Spanish, desires
lit tle daughter who had been buried
Jcl
most
the
in
the
unsightly spots
lession ou the sec- lot;j(ion in Nt,w Mexico or Arizona,
here some years ago "Haby Grace,"! comittee.
.
.Mrs. j.
fourth
aud
ond
Aiayes, nuance commit city, and also of the dump heap.
j.ls ,1n(J tP ypal.s. ,!xjn.rience iu
taking them back to Hillsboro, 111., to tee.
The club committee will be working
Wednesday ct eacb nul jI(,xlc0i j1(,st references.
bury them in the family burying
V I i t inn
Mrs. Karl W. Green, calendar
tor some time, taking pictures of the
(rpSB P 0 j!ox 5G6( DouiVer, Colo,
ground.
brothers are invit-,
All
need
imnrovement.
that,
places
Mr. Barry's death was one of those
ed and welcome.
Miss Kale Mueller, house commit-- j ere asked to
in this "City
TYPEWRITERS
inexplicable tragedies, and a blow for tee.
Clean and Beautiful" movement. The EDWAUl) I'. DAV1ES,
Didn't Need To Do It.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
which his family was totally unpreBig Deal in Real Estate.
Exalted Ruler,
Mrs. Frank W. Parker, social com-- ; people can help us much by refrain-anMr. H. T. Irwin is thVproud owner
Ribbons and sup- platens furnished.
In
One of the most important real es- pared.
the strength of mature man- mltt.ee.
C. H. WILSON,
intr from castiii!r
nlfes
sold.
Tvnewritern
the
pTeheanffp;!
papers
upon
( f a well of water which he obtained
tate deals made in this vicinity in hood and perfect health, with the prosMrs, Kate Hull, legislative commit- - mreets, by burning all papers at homo
Secretary !anj ,ellted. Standard makes handled.
ar a depth of fifteen feet. The fact some months was consumated in Ra- pect of many years of happiness be- tee
.'All repair work and typewriters guar- instead of sending them to the dump
that Mr. Irwin is so proud of his well ton this week. The interested parties fore him spent with a devoted wife
Santa Fo Camp anteed.
Mrs. Karl W. Greene, press coinmit- - heap, from which
Santa Fe Typewriter Esimmediately
they
O.
Dr.
A.
and
obedient
who
is that he has been
loving
M.
Young of Frenc h, and
W. A Iplinrurp Phnno "tl W
daughters,
13514,
tee.
i et in ii on the first windy day.
hauling water for being
Dr.
W.
A.
Holt of Kansas City. Dr. were the pride of his heart, ho was
three years and had he known he was
meets second Tues-- .
Civics Department.
The question of burning garbage
fortunate in having water bo shallow, Young transfers his holdings under called away at a moment's notice to
day each month, so
The civics department of the
INSTRUCTION
should
who
to
English and Span- to
in
wish
all
j
aid
appeal
he might have saved himself and the French Land and Irrigation com- the Other Land.
cial meeting third jKl,
l
lessons
bv mail hv pt- club had a most interestinc meet- - the anti-flcrusade.
Let
us
all
be
horses many a step. Mr. George pany's system near French to Dr.
at Fire- porienced teacher, ten years in Me
It was hard for the dear ones left hig Wednesday afternoon. The bnsi- - and doing, so that Santa Fo will upTuesday
preman's Hall. Visit- ico Citv: and who is eominir to vour
Moshler helped him dig it Wagon Hoff who in turn transfers improved Denuid to nave had no farewell kiss ness before the meeting was the fly bent a
good appearance to the summer
revenue earning Kansas City real es- f'om the kind
ling neighbors welcome,
Mound Pantograph.
no
final
of
words
school
and
dirt crusade. The department has tcui ist.
city to establish a short-hantate to Dr. Young. Dr. Hoff was here pdmonition and lips, but so well did
A. G. WHITTIER. Consul.
soon. Address, Mrs. A. M. L. Camelove,
clever
The
prepared
of
posters
concerning!
civics
has
also
department
for several days, leaving Monday for
A. E P. ROR1NSON. Clerk.
The Sugar Beets.
ron, 12,'!2 California St., Denver, Colo.
lliey know his big heart and so close- - the fly .and his doings.
sent resolutions to Mr. Frank Owen,
Kansas City. He is enthusiastic over ly
did they walk together, that words
All are urged to screen their houses lend to the New York owners of the
The editor of this paper had the his
purchase and will probably make
ODD FELLOWS.
"KS&
not necessary for them to know against this disease mrrvlm? nost Mm uatur svstniii
mnnirin', iiu
1,.oulc ui mining an inspection trip it his home in the near future. Dr. are
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
all
he
to
have
would
said
them
had
use of lime is urged ill all places Ing of tlie small reservoir, and the
im riem superintendent
Kanoke. Vn,,, win move to Kansas City.
c; J
re
banta
Lodge
time been given.
or tne different fields of beets. It is Raton
where the fly breeds in stables and
ditch. Also the
of
Reporter.
meets
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
regularly
indeed gratifying to see and hear the
He loved his home, and all his time ui.,.w,.,n, BVHu.n.iy.
are ueggeiija seining iaim. ah win await, the wa- - every Thursday evening at S o'clock
A Profit.
Nets
v hen "off the road" was
farmers talk about their prospects in
an
,
io
there.
ana
mini
trasli ier company s answer with great, inier-- In Odd Fellows Hull. Vialting broth
gaiuage, papers
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Arthur Kuuze, John Latham and The outside world held nospent
tne sugar beet industry.
attraction possible. There will be a house to est.
They have
erg always welcome.
City Attorney.
the utmost confidence in the future William Miller are working a copper
Capital City Bank Building,
of the industry and are pleased with property in Sulphur catiyon, in the
Rooms
San Andres mountains.
the work of Mr. Sniiclio
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
During the
Suuta Fe, New Mexico.
good advice on the proper cultivation Ifst year they shipped six car loads of
Lodge No. 25H, holds its regular
of sugar beets is well taken. Spring- high grade ore mainly copper glance
meeting on the first Thursday of eacb
.
Q. W. PRICHARD,
'
t - which netted them a clear profit over
'month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. ni
er Times. ' '
and above expenses. The vein is from
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- ,
Visiting brothers are invited and wel-Practices in all the District Courn
come.
i inches to over two feet in width in
Serious Injury.
and gives special attention to case
i
BENITO ALAR ID, President,
Paul O. Rrown, who was kicked in the pay streak and there is a vein
before the State Supreme Court.
j DAVID
GONZALES, Secretary.
the stomach by a horse last week, in about nine feet wide. There are nine
m .
w
.
in
v
i
niivuvi
Office: Laughlin BIdg., Santa Fe, N. M.
still in a serious condition. Arrange- claims developed by an S5 foot shaft
vp
)
ments were made to take him to a hos- and tunnels. The group is known as
F. W. FARMER
cam
You
do
i
the
. Chas. K. Eadey,
St.
Lawrence
is
and
group
locally
No. Chat, F. Eaelcy,
Homestead
pital the first of the week, but he reto
referred
as
the
Needmore
EASLEY 4 EA'jLEY,
mines,
BETTER THA
fused to leave home, so Dr. Shcwald
2879, Brother,
aw.
needs more
Attorneys-a- t
is caring for him as best he can at the because this country
hood of AmeriPractice in the Courts and Lefor
house. Paul still has better than a mines like them. Las Cruces Democan Yoemen.
Department.
fighting chance, and unless a turn crat,
Meets second Land
Fine in San. Juan.
Land grants and tltls examined- comes within a few days, he will bo
and fourth MoOu
in
Friday afternoon,
company
well within a month. An abcess has
ndays of the Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office,
and Larkiu
formed as a result of the kick, and on with John C. Hubbard
cia, N. M.
mouth at the
the development of this rests Paul's Reck we drove down to Fruitland and
Fireman's Hall.
the coal bank hill where a new piece
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
chance for recovery. Maxwell Mail.
R. U Baca,
of road is being constructed up on
Dentist.
Sec David Gonzsleg.
Y
Co,
W:i;i
the AViley mesa. We found the road
'
s
Ovr Spitz Jewelry Stor
Forest Fires.
work about half completed . and beRooms 1, 2 and S.
Santa Fe Lodge
The fact that three fires have oc- lieve it will
prove a very decided ImNo. 2, Knights
of Phone Red 6.
curred in the past two weeks in the
provement when put into use. It will
Office Hours g a. in. to S p. m.
meets
Alamo forest indicates that people shorten the distance
and lessen the
And by Appointment
every
are very careless about handling fire.
Monday
grade, and make
evening at 8 o'clock
The six rules printed on another page the road from the practically straight
Fruitland valley to
Odd
in
Fellows
should be read and observed by ev- the farther end of the
C.
M.
Wiley mesa.
Hall.
eryone. One of the fires mentioned
We also found the Fruitland secAll
PHYSICAN
was on Cades Hill east of town, an- tion
and
SURGEON,
looking the finest it has in years.
Knights are most
other was a short distance north of There is an abundance of water
.
in
Rooms 18-Laughlin BIdg-- Calls
cordially invited.
town and occurred last Saturday ev- the ditch and the
alfalfa fields and
or
A. P. HILL, C. C.
prom ply attended day
night.
ening. It burned over about six acres orchards are looking healthy again.
K. of R. and 3.
and destroyed practically all the
The cultivated lands have nearly all
i to V a. m 2 to 4 p. m 7 to 8 p. m
young trees. Another about 20 miles been plowed and the grain in many
north of Cloudcroft burned over fields was showing green.
Farming-to...
NOTICE
kbout 20 acres Tuesday. Cloudcroft-er- .
s
iiiiiiiiimiHiiiiini
Tc All Contractors, Builders, Cement
Miininmii'iiiiiiiiiiiy
Workers.
RAYMOND-BAKER- .
Notice is hereby given that bids
Saw Mill Burned.
Miss Lillian Raymond was married
will be received for the building and
Ogler's sawmill, which was moved yesterday afternoon to George C.
construction of certain
and
several months ago from Tajique can- Baker. The wedding ceremony was
in and
other improvements
about
yon to Torreon canyon was destroy performed at the home of N. Sena,
tht Plaza in the city of Santa Fe; said
ed by fire last Friday night. It is not the witnesses being Jack D. Trainer
bids to be submitted in writing to
known how the fire originated, but and Robert Willison.
'Mayor or City Clerk of said city of
Mr. Ogier is reported to believe it
&
Following the wedding was a recepSanta Fe within 20 days from' date
was of incendiary origin. An inspec- tion which was
largely attended,
hereof; said work is to be done In
tion was made about 11:30, at which many baseball players and fans being
TIME TABLE
with the plans and specifica
time no sign of fire was discovered, present.
be
which
are on file
;tions,
and less than an hour later it was all
The bride is a musician and has
Effective January 1st, 1913.
examined either at the office of the
in flames. The shedding was incom- been playing the piano at the Elks'
City Clerk, Facundo Ortiz, at AVinters'
plete, so there was not as much com- theater. The bridegroom is an emLeave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con
store in said city of Santa
bustible material as would ordinarily ploye of the Santa Fe Water and
nect with No. 3 westbound and Grocery
IFe, or at the office of Mayor Lopez,
be the case. If the machinery proves Light company and when he has leisNo. 10 eastbound.
af Seligman Bros. Company's store in
to be entirely ruined, the loss will ure he is the right fielder of the San
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p ;the said city of Santa Fe. Right to
amount to $2,500, with no insurance. ta Fe White Sox, enjoying popularity
m.
reject any and all bids is reserved.
It is hoped, however, that much of with the local fans.
Dated this lath day of May, 1913.
the machinery will prove serviceable
Mr. and Mrs. Baker will reside in
No. 3 carries passengers to Albu
CELSO LOPEZ,
after overhauling. Estancla
Santa Fe where they have many
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Mayor of the City of Santa Fe.
.
Coast points.
nar- - chap he has painted himself
friends.
in his I
'Cowboy Detective,' is a
Attest:
irative that
of the tlirl,"ne ad work."
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conFACUNDO ORTIZ. Clerk.
ventures In the mountains anj on the
MET HIS BKlDu
neet with No. 1 westbound, and
own up3 arid owiB
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
VFARS AGQiP)alns and ot llisUnited
It will not pay you to waste your
It is JUROR SNORED,
State
throughout the
"Cut-off- "
with
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Ruling on the Game Laws.
Attorney (ieneral Clancy lias
the following ruling on the provisions
concerning whether holders of licenses
lor park lakes mid piestrves may kill
jor take game or iish hi all limes duriing the year. His ruluiK in "s 01

places

LOCAL ITEMS.

MMiy

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, If your buelnes

la shout advertlaina. auhserintions or
If
jot) workf pease call up "286."
,0u wish to speak to the editor or give

of Ub kind In New Mexico.
improvements will be made to

the place and Mr. Levy hopes to retain the former trade and to add to
it. Mr. Akers, who retires, will devote
his time to the promotion of his mining interests in Sandoval, Grant. MeKinley and other counlics.
Water For Irrigation
Engineer
Jay Turley, who has been preparing
and carrying out plans for the diversion of water on the Arroyo Hondo
project, stated today that water has:
just been turned Into the diversion
ditch. He says that the flumes are being corked up and that enough water
for five hundred acres will be obtain
ed from the diversion dam. Receiver
Anson A. Avery, of the Arrovo Hondo!
at the dam and is working)
projects
hard to Supply water for a large tract

PANAMA HATS
AT A BIG DISCOUNT

owing to an
AND DRESS
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price.
10, 20 and ?5
forget to get
elsewhere.

overstock.
TAILORED
HATS greatly reduced in
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
per cent discount. Don't
prices before purchasing

would also appear I.' u If such a fe:ire
above described is ronsf riii'trd, Hint
Die animals confined therein may holuny news,
please phone "31."
Tiillrd und disposed ot hy llio owner
0f the enclosure at anv time of the
Zook's Cold Cream Is Jiue for sun-- i
year.
hum or windburn.
Take a jar with
;
Another Carload of
It has been settled hy the courts! yon on your vacation.
Slows:
V. W. Farme"
Initiation
fish
wild
that
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Tonight
animals,
game being
"EMPRESS FLOUR.'
Santa l"e. X. M., May .'!, in?;,.
0 wneisliip,
SOUTHEASTCORNER
so far as they are Homestead No. 2X7!), Brotherhood of
PLAZA.
lion Trinidad C (In iiac.1,
'tamable of nwneruhln. Is in th state American Yoemen, will lnld an initiaState Game and Fish Warden.
;ror th(J beneflt of ,,,, it8 eople . con,. tion tonight at the Firemen's hall.
Santa K, X. Ai.
CITY OFFICIALS
Delivery
nmn, and a private person cannot acMotorcycle
IjCU' "
Pash Bros, Motorcyclery.
.
iquire an exclusive property therein Service.
.
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i(,xcept by taking and reducing them 127 San Francisco St. Phcne 96J.
No.
asking for the opinion of this oiiice as to actual possession.
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game before it can be sold must be sistory this evening at the Masonic
Las Cruces, N. M., May 30. The
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...,,,,,
There were
.hlch or
gree. All visiting members of the an's Board of Trade Thursday, June Cruces have resigned.
kill or take game or lisli at ail times not make Us
inRite are cordially invited.
12. In addition to the committee men charges pending against them for
way.
during the year.
Case in the supreme court this week tioned last night. Miss Atkinson and competency and neglect in tho manis a correct one is
That
this
view
It is provided by section fit; of the
involves title to lands worth a for- Miss Manderfield will !ork after anv agement of city affairs in general and
by consideration of the tune.
act above referred to that ail game emphasized
An abstract from
us would articles that are brought to the librarv in the installation of a $77,000 water
fact that unless, there is such an en
fish, with the natural Increase thereof, closure
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title. on library day. and those having any works system, which was put in by
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there .would be nothing to
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Fe
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Title
Abstract
Co.,
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"
action was brought by several tax-- .
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of
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I
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U1IU I MUnC nil IV
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payers of Las Cruces and the case
mil or dispose of the same in any vmuniv.
cr confined, in the language of the made arrangements to have returns of
has created a sensation in that part
the Albuquerque fight between Yoak- ROW
POKER
quantity by conforming to the condi- statute.
of the state.
tions and subject to the restrictions
um and Carson wired to the Bank sa
Yours truly,
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prescribed in relation thereto. Seclon
of
the
and
lovers
local
loon
tonight,
FRANK W. CLANCY
39 of the same act refers to the "keepwill
news almost an
Attorney General sport as learnon the
Newcastle, Penn., May 30. A game
ing" within any park, enclosure, lake
those
the ground,
quick
Ask
for
Parole.
or body of water. Sections C2 and 0!i
The following lias been issued bv j Boy Scouts to Camp All Hoy of poker played in the cellar of T. L.
also refer to the "keeping" of game the
Fulkerson's home, was the cause of
undersigned prisoners in the Scouts of Santa Fe are entitled to one death and serious trouble for the
and fish In parks or lakes, and secin
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the
trip
participate, free of charge,
tion 64, which prescribes the form of penitentiary:
when a disagreement arose over
to be made by wagons, beginning jhost,
Santa
Fe, May 31, 1913.
license for a park or lake authorizes To all
the cards. The players were T. L.
concerned:'
June 2. Rev. L. W. Smith will ac
the licensee "to keep and propagate
The following prisoners have ap- company the troop to Espanola and Fulkerson, his brother, Walter
and Forrest Good.
therein and dispose of as provided for plied for
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After the game had been in proIt be taken parole:
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at
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the
he
will
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need,
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befor some time a dispute
would seem that before anyone could of
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m. Monday, June 2. Return trip on
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arose over a question of alleged
made by the Boston
tho same at any season of the year,
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